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·INTRODUCTION 
The present investigation deals with Choralbearbei-
l tung in the strict sense: the working out of a chorale mel-
2 
ody in a mehrstimm.ig musical arrangement. This concept is 
manifest in various German reference books, although in 
practical usage German authors often use the term to include 
settings of Catholic hymns as well. 
A chorale melody is a melody set to the words of a 
chorale (that is, poem or "hymn") written eijher by Lu ther3 
or else by subsequent poets adhering to Lutheran ideologies, 
Johann Rist (1607-1667), Paul Gerhardt (1607-1676), etc • 
.. 
Many of the poems by Luther ~self are translations of 
earlier Ca~holic poems: Nun Komm der Heiden Heiland (~ 
redemptor gentium), Herr Gott Dich loben wir (Te deum 
-
laudamus), Wir glauben all an einen Gott (Credo in unum 
1) G., "chorale arrangement." 
2) G., ~more than one voice.~ The German term mehrstimmig 
is more accurate here than the English "equiv81ent" 
lol!lhonic, since the latter is sometimes used specif-
ca y in a contrapuntal sense. 
3) Martin Luther (1483-1546), rounder or Protestantism, 
was also an active musician (flutist and tenor) and, 
though not actually a composer, played a vital role 
in perpetrating Protestant hymnody. See Walter E. Bus-
zin, Luther on Music, in The Musical Quarterly, vol .• 
XXXII (1946), no. 1, p. 80 ft. and 81so Luther und die 
Musik, in H. Abert•s Gesammelte Schriften und Vortrage (1929>, P· 103 ft. -
i 
ii 
~), Komm heil~ger Geist (Veni sancte spiritus), etc. 
Other L~theran poems4 were newly invented. In either case, 
the texts are not as non-Biblical as I1B.ny authors imply. 
Though not taken literally from the Bible, they are frequently 
paraphrases of Biblical passages (ex., of the Psalms). In-
dicative of such relationship is the acrostic poem ~efiehl du 
deine Wege, by Gerhardt. The initial word or words of the 
first line of each successive stanzas (see capitals): 
BEFIEHL du deine Wege/. • • 
DEN .HERREN musst du trauen,/. • • 
DEIN ewge Treu und Gnade,/. • • 
WEG hast due allerwegen,/.. • • 
UND ob gleich alle Teufel/. • • 
HOFF, o du arme Seele,j. • • 
AUF, auf, gib deinem Schmerze/. • 
IHN, ihn lass tun und walten,/. • 
ER wird zwar eine Welle/. • • 
WIRD•S aber sich befinden,/. • • 
WOBL dir, du Kind der Treue,/. • • 
MACH END, o Herr, mach Ende/. • • 
• 
• 
constitute cumulatively Psalm 37:5: "Befiehl dem Herrn dein 
Wege und hoffe auf ibn: er wird es wohl machen. n5 
Of the melodies which were set to Lutheran poetry, 
some were newly composed, especially many by Johann Walther 
(1496-1570) and Johann C~ger (1598-1662). Others were 
4> See ~· E. P. Wackernagel, Das deutsche Kirchenlied von 
.. der al testen Zeit. 
5) 11Commit thy way unto the Lord; trust also in him; and he 
shall bring it to pass." 
secular songs dissociated from their original texts. 
contrafacti include many well-known chorale melodies: 
iii 
These 
Welt 
-
iCh muss dich lassen (Innspruck ich muss dich lassen), Christ 
ist erstanden (Es fUhr ein Maidlein Ubern See), Durch Adams 
~ (Freut euch, freut euch in dieser Zeit), Von Gott will 
ich nioht lassen (Einmal tat ich spazieren), Auf meinen lieb-:-
en Gott (Venus du und dein Kind), 0 Haupt voll Blut und Wun-
den (Mein G•muth ist mir verwirret). 
That certain melodies should have acquired more than 
one text, and vice versa, were natural results of textual 
and melodic substitution. However, the situation was not 
always so simple. Consider, for exrunple, the association 
of the two texts Herzlich tut mich verlangen and 0 Haupt 
voll Blut und Wunden with a single melody. The original 
melody appeared first as a love song (Mein G•mdt ist mir 
verwirret) in Hassler's Lustgarten (1601) before being set 
to the Lutheran text Herzlich tut mich verlangen. The same 
melody was then adopted by Catholics for the Latin hymn 
Salve caput cruentatmn, which text in turn was translated 
(paraphrased) by the Protestant poet Paul Gerhardt to 0 
. 6 
Haupt voll Blut und Wunden. 
The portentous role which Lutheran melodies have 
played in the history or art-music was perhaps first sug-
6) M. F. Bukofzer, Music in the Baro~e Era, p. 80. 
iv 
gested by the historic three-volume work by Carl von Winter-
f'eld~7 Their use as basic musical material has persisted 
right up to the present day. 11owever, the period of natural 
development of Choralbearbeitung extends from the time of 
Johann Walther (Luther's composer-friend), who was the first 
to practice this art, to the time of J. S.Bach, who achiev-
ed unparallel versatili~ therein. During this. period chor-
ale melody as an implement of mebrstimmig composition (as 
well as per se) remained almost exclusively the property of 
Germany, the country of its origin.8 
The number of ways in which chorale melody was woven 
into musical composition have rarely been fully acknowledged. 
Only four or five techniques·: of Choralbearbeitung are usually 
cited in standard Ger.man reference books.9 Apel•s article 
Organ chorale is unusually commendable, because it lists (in 
connection with the organ chorales of Bach) most of the basic 
techniques which can be distinguished during and prior to 
Bach's t1me.10 
~) Winterf'eld, Carl von, Der Eva~elische Kirchengesang und 
sein Verhaltnis zur Kunst des onsatzen, 3 vola., Leipzig, 
Breitkopt & BRrtel, 1843-47. 
8) ". • • Its faUure of acceptance in other lands cannot be 
laid to any lack of musical persuasiveness or of practi-
cability, but simply to. the persistence of the tradition 
of sacro-sanctity with which Biblical texts were surroun-
ded to the detriment of the purely man-made hymn texts of 
German Reformation writers:" w. Apel, Harvard Dictionary 
of Music, P• 346. 
9) In Der Grosse Brockhaus {15th ed., vol. 4, p. 89) chorale 
cantata is listed as an added type: an obvious confusion 
of medium with method. 
10) W. Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, p. 534. 
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Music authors have been hopelessly equivocal in their 
descriptions of vocal and organ ahoralbearbeitungen. In 
order to avoid their pitfall it is necessary here at the 
outset to designate the major techniques of ahoralbearbei-
tung11 and to describe the musical situation represented 
by each. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
<4> 
Chorale motet. Each line of 
the chOrale melody is treated 
successively in imitation. By 
means of additional entries the 
"entry-groups" sometimes becaa.e 
enlarged into .. "entry-series. n 
Chorale harmonization. The 
ShorSie melody appears in . a 
strictly chordal context. 
Chorale canon. The entire 
chOrale melody appears in 
canon. 
Chorale variation. The entire 
chorSie melody appears more 
than once either in succession 
or else in separate movements. 
Other techniques are employed 
for the individual statements. 
(If the first movanent is a 
chorale harmonization, the com-
position is known as a chorale 
partita: a later development). 
11) Arranged in chronological order of apexes of cultivation. 
(5) Chorale ornamentation. The 
chorale melody appears orna-
mented in the soprano voice. 
(6) Chorale cantua fir.mus. The 
chora:Ie melody appears unal-
tered in a more or less con-
trapuntal context and is 
usually made conspicuous by 
means of comparatively long 
note-values. 
(7) Chorale fantasia. The chorale 
melody is treated in one of any 
number of irregular ways, rang-
ing from the episodic expansion 
of chorale motet to a series of 
diverse transformations on one 
or more phrases of the chorale 
melody. 
(8) Chorale fugue. The first one 
or two phrases of the chorale 
melody become the basis for a 
fugal setting. 
Special attention should be called to the fact 
that whereas heretofore the history of vocal and organ 
Choralbearbeitung have been treated as two separate en-
tities, the project undertaken here is to trace the prac-
tice of Choralbearbeitung in both mediums during the 
period designated. 
The intrinsic rhythnic and melodic changes accru-
ing to chorale melody per se12 constitute an appreciable 
12) See J. Schuberth~ Das Wechselverli!ltnis von Choral und 
Orgelchoral im lb. und 17. Janrhundert, Posen/Pozan, 
printed diss. (Albertsuniversielt In Konigsberg), 1930. 
vi 
' 
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problem in its own ri~t, l3 but one which stands apart from 
the spontaneous and often radical alterations (ex., orna-
mentation, fantasia-like segmentation) applied to chorale 
melodies 1n their mehrstimmig settings. This problem is 
therefore not treated here. 
Also beyond the scope of this investigation is the 
immense topic of pictorialism, i.e., the relationship of 
the musical setting to the "affection'' of the chorale 
text. This relationship is especially apparent in a.horal-
bearbeitungen from Scheidt to Bach and would serve as a 
substanti~ topic for a special aesthetic st~dy. 
Most or the musical examples herein are prefixed 
by the "original'' phrase or phrases of the chorale melody, 
13) "• •• the internal history or the chorale ••• (is) 
the development from modal to tonal harmonization and 
from the original free rhythm to an accentual isomet-
ric rhythm. In their original form the chorales show-
ed the flexible mensural rhythm and the durational ac-
cent of renaissance song, to which they were indebted 
by numerous contrafacta. With .the turn to the sacred 
aria, to an accentual rhythm, and to tonal harmony to-
ward the end of the century a rhythmic decline made 
itself felt in the course or which the rhythm was 
smoothed out to the even pace of one syllable to one 
beat, as we know it in Bach's harmonizations. The 
process of rhythmic equalization was well advanced in 
Briegel's chorale collection (Darmstadt, 1687) and was 
completed in Rreylinghausen•s Gesangbuch, (Halle, 1704 
tt.) the most influential collection of -the eighteenth 
century, in which relatively few liturgical chorales 
were buried um er a mass of pietistic songs. The in-
numerable contrafacta of operatic arias in the late 
chorale books marked the end of the chorale composi-
tl. on:" M.F. Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era, p. 81. 
\ .. 
appearing in narrow score and flanked by large asterisks. 
For the sake of convenience the source used :for these 
viii 
model fragments is the Breitkopf & Hlrtel edition of Bach's 
chorale harmonizations (371 Four-Part Chorales). To have 
provided the chorale melodies as they first appeared hist-
orically (see Zahn)14 would have been of no special advan-
tage to the present purpose. 
* * * * * 
14} Die Melodien der deutschen evan~lischen Kirchenlieder, 
. 6 vols.l e~. by Johannes Zahn, tersloh, .. c. Bertels- . 
mann, 1~89 '"!1893 • . 
THE WORK OF OTHER INVESTIGATORS 
Literature relevant to vocal and organ Choralbear-
beitung consists largely of texts concerning the history 
of Protestant organ music and Protestant vocal music re-
spectively. 
An important early landmark in the study of the 
history of organ music is August G. Ritter• s Zur Geschi-
Chte des Orgelspiels, vornehmlich des deutschen, 1m. 14. 
b is zum Anfange des 18. Jabrhund.erts (1884), in two vol-
One cannot go far into the history of organ Chor-
albearbeitung without discovering that (so to speak) all 
roads lead to Ritter. Althotgh now antiquated, Ritter•s 
work represents the first thorough accumulation and his-
torical organization of pre-Bach organ composers and organ 
music. Most important for present purposes is Volume I, 
Secom Section: "German Organ Art from its First His-
torical Appearances up to the Beginning of the 18th Cen-
tury. n This section is divided into three parts: (1) 
"German Organ-playing of the 15th anl 16th Centuries, rt 
(2) 2 "The · Colorists," (3) "German Organ-playing 
1) Vol. 1 is text, vol. 2 music. 
2) A ter.m which Ritter introduced in reference to a group 
of organ composers ot: tie-late 16th century who made 
profuse use of stereotyped ornamentations. 
in the 17th Century." The third part deals successively 
with South-, Middle-, and North-German organ music. 
X 
Disappointingly superficial is Teichfischer's ~ 
Entwicklung des Choralvorspiels (1913). Covering the 17th, 
18th, and 19th centuries in a single lick, Teichfischer dis-
penses with his topic in thirty-five pages of generalities. 
The period ending with Bach is accounted for mostly by 
abundant quotations from Ritter's time-honored work. 
A relevant handbook is Scheide's Zur Geschichte des 
Choralvorspiels (1923). Noteworthy are the first three 
sections, entitled as follows: (First Section) "The Organ 
Compositions of the 16th Century -- Transcription for the 
Organ of Existent Compositions," (Second Section) "The 
Organ Compositions of the 17th Century -- Development of the 
Chorale Prelude and Establishment of Forms, 11 (Third Section) 
"The Bach Family - Heyday of the Chorale Prelude." Scheide 
treats each composer individually, providing a maximum of 
biographical detail and a minimum of musical enlightenment. 
Nevertheless, this work has merit in its descriptions of 
specific organ compositions and in its recognition of general 
stylistic distinctions (ex., among North-Germans, South-
Germans, and Thuringians). 
Highly provocative in title but disappointing in con-
tent is Schuberth's Das Wecbselverhaltnis von Choral und 
Orgelchoral im 16. und 17. Jahrhundert (1930). This work 
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deals with the development of chorale melody per se (mainly 
throughout the 16th century). Soblberth accomplishes his 
purpose well, but his purpose is not well defined in the 
title.3 However, in passing Schuberth sometimes produces 
valid generalities concerning Bearbeitungen of chorale mel-
ody, and his well-rounded bibliography is interesting from 
the standpoint of the present investigation. 
A short well-organized text of substantial pertinence 
is Dietrich's Geschiohte des Deutschen Orgelchorales im 17. 
Jahrhundert (1932), which incidentally contains an introdue-
tory chapter devoted to the 15th- and 16-century "prehistory" 
o.f the organ chorale. The three main chapters cover respee-
tively the periods ca. 1610-1640, ca. 1640-1670, and ca. 
1670-1700. 
Although Dietrich is, of course, not concerned exclu-
sively with the organ chorale, his work is of considerable 
practical value in this direction. Of special interest is 
the sizable number of organ composers cited. This text car-
ries misinformation typical of the •30•s, but it is meritor-
iously clear and concise. 
The most extensive treatment of the subject of Choral-
bearbeitung lies in two-volume Geschichte des orgelspiels und 
der Orgelkomposition (1935-36) by Frotseher, teacher of Die-
3) The title-phrase "Choral und Orgelchoral" might better 
have been replaced by the term "Choralmelodie" or "Kirch-
enlied." 
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trich. While his work was yet in progress Frotscher wrote 
in a footnote on p. 377 of vol. 1: 
"I am able therefore to be more brief in 
tl:s chapters concerning the organ chorale 
than originally planned, since a special 
work by one of my pupils (Dietrich) remains 
in prospect." 
Nevertheless his chapters are thoroughgoing enough. Of par-
ticular value are those in volume 1: (Chapter XXI) "Samuel 
Scheidt ani the Organ Choralbearbeitung at the Beginning of 
the 17th Century, " (Chapter XXII) "North-German Organ Music 
' from the 17th Century to Bach," and (Chapter XXIV) "Middle-
German Organ Music from Scheidt to Badl.." Volume 2 bas a 
lengthy section devoted to the organ Choralbearbeitung of 
J. s. Bach. 
The overwhelming proportions of Frotscher's contri-
bution are highly commendable, and his attempt to evaluate 
the organ chorales of so many composers is a monumental un-
dertaking. Nevertheless, in Frotscher (to coin an old ex-
pression) one cannot see the forest for the trees. Unfor-
tunately his work is bogged down with specific musical des-
criptions, which tend to obscure the basic historical devel-
opments; and the vagueness of his literary style certainly 
doesntt help matters. One misses most of all the bits of 
musical evidence by which Frotscher might have "driven home" 
his conclusions with precision. 
An excellent resume of the history of organ Choral-
bearbeitung is found in J. Hadar's recent book Dietrich 
Buxtehudes Orgelwerke (1951), in the introductory part 
(pp. 198-247) of the chapter on "Orgelchor1J.e." This 
section covers the history or organ music generally from 
xiii 
the mid-15th (beginning) to the mid-17th century or from 
pgumann to Buxtehude, dealing simultaneously with the 
Catholic organ hymn and the Protestant organ chorale. How-
ever, the account is fairly comprehensive in both direc-
tiona and includes some interesting musical excerpts. 
Excellent articles relating specifically to the 
Ohoralbearbeitungen of J. s. Bach occur in the Baeh-Jahr-
~ right up to the present: J. s. Bacha Orgelchoral und 
seine gesehichtliChen Wurzeln, by F. Dietrich (1929, pp. 
1-89); Bacha Kanonwerk ~ber "Vom Himmel hoch da komm ich 
~n by Friedrich Smend (1933, pp. 1-29); Die Thematik der 
' 
Kirchenkantaten J. s. Bachs in ibren Beziehungen zum pro-
testantischen Kirchenlied by Her.mann Sirp (beg. 1931, PP• 
1-50; concl. 1932, pp. 51-118); Die Orgelkompositionen des 
Sch~lerkreises um J. s. Bach by Reinhold Sietz (1935, pp. 
33-96); Die zyklische Gestalt und die Aufffthrungsm~glich­
keit des III. Telles der Klavie~bung von J. s. Bach by 
Klaus Ehricht (1949-50, PP• 40-56); Das grosse Vater-unser-
Vorspiel in Bacha drittem Teil der Klaviez'O.bung (1949-50, 
pp. 57-64). 
* * * * * 
'!'he history of vocal Choralbearbeitung, like the 
history of organ Choralbearbeitung, is a topic which has 
to be approached by way of general literature. An early 
work of some usefUlness is Wolfrum's Die Entstehung und 
erste Entwickelung des deutschen evengelischen KirChen-
liedes (1890). Serving as a general outline of mehrstim-
mig settings up to and including those of Johannes Eccard 
(1553-1611) is the section entitled "The Composers," which 
a:> n tai ns some L--nportant conclusions. 
xiv 
A more co.mplete coverage is found in Hermann Rit-
ter's Allgemeine Encyklopadie der Musikgeschichte (1901-02). 
-
Vol. 4, chapter I, reviews the contributions of all major 
composers from Luther to Bach, with emphasis upon vocal 
settings of chorale melodies. In fact, in connection with 
each ~portant collection of Choralbearbeitungen the pre-
v&iling technique is often indicated. 
One of the most practical guides in the field is 
the chapter by Arnold Scher1ng entitled Die evangelische 
Kirchenmusik in Adler's Handbuch der Musikgesrihiehte (1924). 
This article is not, of course, related specifically to the 
proble.m of Choralbearbeitung, but is nevertheless most use-
ful for reference to the fundamental musical sources. 
A text of general interest from the standpoint of 
the :rr act ice of chorale melody in the Lutheran church is 
von der Heydtts Gesehichte der evangelischen Kirchenmusik 
XV 
in Deutschland (1926). Remarks aimed directly at Choralbear-
beitung are rather few and tar-between, but a pertinent ob-
servation appears here and there. Of greatest interest is 
the citation of historical publications of music. 
The most detailed literary source is Blume•s Die evan-
gelische Kirchenmusik (1931).4 Examining with painstaking 
research the entire scene from the beginning of the Refor-
mation to the end of the Baroque, Blume gives an excellent 
account or the materials, if not the methods of vocal Chor-
albearbeitung. All considered, his work is the most com-
plete investigation in this field. 
* * * * * 
Apart from this general literature stands the re-
cent (1952) and unique article Choralbearbeitung by Hans 
Albrecht, in Lieferungen (installments) 15-16 of F. Blume•s 
portentous undertaking, Die .Mu:sik in Geschichte und Gegen-
wart: Allgemeine Enzyklopadie der Musik. Albrecht treats 
Choralbearbeitung in the strict sense adopted here: the 
mehrstimmig setting or Lutheran melody. Though necessarily 
4> lOth vol. of Handbuch der Musikwissenschaft, ed. by E. 
Bttcken. 
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general, this article is very much to the point arrl is in 
particular the most valuable ~ary of 16th-century Chor-
albearbeitung available. Albrecht's disappointing disregard 
of 17th-century developments is exptained somewhat by his 
consignment of the subject Orgelchorale to a separate ar-
ticle, which, if and when it appears, should prove highly 
interesting. 
Finally, one reference book in the English language 
should be cited for numerous articles helpful in this in-
vestigation; namely, Willi Apel•s Harvard Dictionary of 
Music (1944). 
* * * * * 
1 
Chapter I 
CHORALBEARBEITUNG IN THE MUSIC OF THE REFORMATION 
The year 1524 marks not only the birth of Protestant 
chorale melody itself but also the beginning of the history 
of Choralbearbeitung. For in this historic year the famous 
composer Johann Walther (1496-1570) published on the one 
hand the first known sources of chorale melody, the so-called 
"Achtliederbuch" (Etlich christlich lider Lobgesang) and the 
two-volume Enchiridion, and on the other hand the first known 
collection of mehrstimmig settings of chorale melodies, the 
Geystliches Gesangk BUchleyn. 
The Geystliches Gesangk Bttchleyn1 (Wittenberg) 2 con-
tains 43 songs, of which 5 are in Latin and 38 in German.3 
1) Commonly known as the Gesan~buch, though sometimes des-
cribed as the Wittembergisc felstlich Gesangbuch! Wit-
tembergisch-Deutsch Gesangbttc lein, etc., due to ts 
place Of publication. 
2) It was at the University of Wittenberg that Martin Luther 
(professor of Biblical literature) unwittingly inaugurated 
the Protestant Refonnation (1517) by posting his "Theses" 
on the door of the .castle church. 
3) Latin and German compositions are stylistically inter-
changeable and appear side by side throughout the 16th 
and 17th centuries. For external musical relationships 
between Protestants and Catholics see H. J. Moser, Lu-
theran Composers in the Hapsburg Empire 1525-1732 in-
Musica Dlscipllna, vol. 3, p. 3 ff. 
2 
The 38 chorale arrangements are mostly for 4 voices. Some 
of them are simple chorale harmonizations. Others begin in 
the "fugal" manner of Flemish motets, the imitative treat-
ment being soon discontinued for freer counterpoint. (Such 
quasi-motet-style arrangements were to reach an artistic 
climax at the end of the century.} In the latter case some-
times a considerable portion of the chorale melody is pre-
sented in strict imitation between two voices. There is 
in fact one chorale arrangement, Nun komm, der Heiden Hei-
land, in which the melody is imitated throughout between 
alto and tenor: a rare example of 16th-century chorale caaon. 
The settings in Walther's Gesangbuch were composed ex-
pressly as Hausmusik and, along with the compositions of o-
ther illustrious composers of the time (Josquin, Isaac, Senfl, 
etc.), were undoubtedly performed in Luther's very home at 
after-dinner musicales. These first Ghoralbearbeitungen were 
also within the grasp of the average church choir. However, 
congregational s inging of the chorale melody was a labored 
proposition. In accordance with F'lemish tradition the melody· 
almost always lay concealed in the tenor part, and the prob-
lem of following an inner voice was impractically difficult 
for lay congregations. 
But Luther staunchly favored the idea of communal s~ 
4) This exceptional 5-part composition has been recently re-
printed. See Rare Choral Masterpieces (1951), ed. by P. 
s. Barnard, p. 28ff. 
3 
Proof of the cooperation of Walther in this endeavor lies in 
the fact that among the five editions of the Gesangbuch, oc-
curring in the years 1524-1551, the later ones show more fre-
quent assignment of the chorale melody to the soprano voice 
along with a tendency towards greater simplicity.5 But Lu-
ther's dream was not to become completely realized until about 
forty years after his death, when the required "Unternebmungs-
geistes eines Dilettanten"6 appeared in Lucas Osiander, whose 
Funffzig geistliche Lieder und Psalmen (1586) contained plain 
chordal settings with the chorale melody in the soprano. Mean-
while, during Luther's lifetime, the congregation more or less 
shifted for itself in grasping the melody; music for the church 
continued in the Flemish polyphonic tradition, which could not 
be broken over night even by such an influential Gesangm.eister. 
Still under the dominion of this tradition were the ~ 
collections of Reformation music printed in the years 1538-45 
by that famous taciturn music publisher of Wittenberg, Georg 
Rhaw (or Rhau). Among them was the Newe deudsche gdstliche 
Gesenge, the first great landmark in t~history of vocal Choral-
bearbeitung. Indeed, the fame of Rhaw•s collection as the first 
thoroughly German anthology in the field of sacred vocal poly-
phony rivals that of its secular counterpart of marly a century 
earlier, the Lochamer Liederbuch. 
5) Ph. Wolfrum, Die Entstehung und erste Entwickelung des 
Deutschen evangelischen Kirchenliedes, p. 110. 
6) Ibid., p. lll. 
Rhaw's Newe Gesenge (1544> was disti~tly intended 
for the Lutheran church. The liturgical arrangement7 of 
the collection Shows adherence to the recommendations layed 
down by Luther, who lived to realize his formal, if not his 
musical,ambitions for the church. Nor was Rhaw's coopera-
tton with Luther for the purposes of church music unprece-
dented. Johann Walther, aside from his collaboration with 
Luther in the compilation of basic chorale melodies, shows 
evidence of the liturgical organization of mehrstirnmig 
pieces in his Torgauer8 MSS, -- reveals in fact the actual 
compositions which he intended for the divine service.9 
Represented in Rhaw are the composers Thomas Stolt-
zer (ca. 1480-1526), Lupus Hellingk (d. 1541), Ludwig Senfl 
(ca. 1492 - ca. 1555), Arnold von Bruck (ca. 1500-1544), 
Benedictus Ducis (ca. 1480-1544), Sixtus Dietrich (ca. 
1490-1548, Baltasar Resinarius (ca. 1480 - ca. 1550), Mar-
tin Agricola <1486-1556), Georg FSrster (ca. 1514-1568), 
and others who areless known: Huldricus Bretel, Virgilius 
7) Ex., the first XXXIV settings contain melodies associa-
ted with the successive periods of the liturgical year, 
from Advent to Trinity. 
8) Walther was court Kapellme1Ster at Torgau . _ · in the years 
1525-30. 
9) Other composers represented in these MSS include Joaquin, 
Senfl, LaRue, and Finck. C. Gerhardt, Die Torgauer Wal-
ter-Handschriften, pp. 106 and 109. 
4 
5 
Hauck, Wolff Heintz, Stephanus Mahu, Johannes Stahl, Georgius 
Vogelhuber, Johannes Weinmann, N. P. (?), and anonymous (?). 
Among the CXXIII settings in Rhaw•s collection the 
10 
majority were chorale motets. They differed from Catho-
lic motets in an important ideological respect: the tenor 
melody was a Protestant chorale melody in the vernacular 
(German) rather than a Gregorian chant in the ecclesiastical 
tongue (Latin). However, as regards musical form and style 
there was little discrepancy. Significant is the fact that 
several chorale motets by the liberal German Catholic Senfl 
(a composer much admired by Luther) foun:i their way into 
the Rhaw oollection. Moreover, it should not be forgotten 
that a considerable number of the chorale melodies of Wal-
ther as well as many more which appeared in song-books pub-
lished ca. 1530-50 (by Klug, Blum, Schumann, Babst) were in 
reality Latin hymn-tunes provided with German texts. 
Chorale motet, characterized in general by imitation 
upon the sue cessive lines of a chorale melody, appears in 
the Newe Gesenge in a variety of stages, from the most em-
10) The few compositions which are not based upon chorale 
melody at all show nevertmless textual and stylistic 
relationship to their associate Choralbearbeitungen. 
Unique among these non-liturgical pieces is Senfl's 
Da Jakob nu das Kleid ansah, in which imitative and 
"familiar" (chorda!) styles are juxtaposed in the 
manner of Obrecht. 
bryonic to the most complex• In the words of Friedrich 
Blume, "Keine Form 1 end~ltig 1 wird.n11 That is, there 
are some compositions in which the imitative process is 
confined entirely to tre characteristic pseudo-fugal ex-
position at the beginning (ex., Resinarius' Nun konn:n. der 
Heiden Heiland), and there are others in which the imita-
tive p rocess is manifest to some extent for practically 
every phrase of the chorale melody (the more nor.mal sit-
uation). 
In a chorale motet it is possible that every entry-
group may contain imitative participation (with true or 
false entries) by every voice. An instance of this formal 
ideal, naturally seldom attained, is Bruck's Es ist das 
Heil uns kommen her. The third entry-group, for example, 
appears as follows: 
11) "No form is conclusive: 11 F. Blume, Die evangelische 
Kirchenmusik, p. 53. 
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thanEs 1st das Heil, equally s•illtul entry-groups abound. 
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These excerpts exemplify clearly the underlying 
nature of chorale motet, a basic 16th-century technique. 
Attention will now be directed to its numerous dependent 
types ~ Ghoralbearbeitung, as represented in Rhaw. 
A special variety of chorale motet is seen in the 
rather common practice of maintaining imitation between 
soprano and tenor from beginning to end, with less regard 
for the fate of alto and bass. A motet containing free 
8 
canon between soprano and tenor is Bruck's Aus t1eter Bot. 
Less commonly other voices were used for the purpose; in 
Stahl's Nu lasst una den Le1b begraben tb8 third and f'olr th 
(of' t~ 5) voices are in strict canon throughout. These 
piece• ma~ be interpreted as the sporadic beginnings ot the 
highl~ developed art ot chorale canon which appeared nearl~ 
two hundred ~ears later in another liturgically arranged 
series ot Choralbearbeitungen; namely, the OrgelbUchlein ot 
J. s. Bach. 
Apart :trom such full-blown examples ot chorale canon 
there exist also in the Rhaw collection occasional canonic 
moments accruing wherever the motet-style is close-knit. 
An interesting case in point is Senflts Gelobet seist du, 
11boae first three entry-groups begin with the following duo 
passages:12 
~ J't!rst 3 phrast5s o'f' chorale JP.flody 
* ~ J 11 J J J 1 r r r IU r r tf 1 r r J J I r u r r I I} J ~ * 
Chorale canon in a chorale mot.(Sentl, Rhaw:l544) 
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The above excerpts also reveal a type of motet in 
Which only the head-motive of each line of the chorale 
melody appears. The "truncated'' chorale motet is not un-
common for the times. It represents a kind of fantasia 
treatment. 
-..... 
l! 
Of more importance to the history of chorale fantasia 
were the occasional expansive peregrinations of the tenor 
melody, foreshadowing even more distinctly the 17th-century 
technique of Buxtehude. Such peregrinations usually occured 
along with an unpredictable number of varied repeats of in-
dividual lines of the chorale melody. Following are the 
various tenor versions of the fourth phrase of chorale melody 
in Christ lag in Todesbanden by Hellingk: 
11 
* 
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An approach to chorale variation is revealed in 
Resinarius' Erhalt' uns, Herr, bei deinem Wort. This piece 
consists of four continuous settings of the complete chorale 
melody, each setting being treated in motet-style. The four 
statement~ of the chorale melody (in tenor, soprano, bass, 
and 0enor 8Uccessively) vary somewhat: 
12 
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Chorale variation in the ultimate sense is represent-
ed by Dietrich's ,Vater unser im Himmelreich, where each com-
plete statement of the chorale melody is contained in a sepa-
rate movement. In this composition the statements of the cho-
rale melody are all in the same form and in the same voice 
_(tenor). As a further unifying feature, each of the six move-
menta contains a single line of the chorale melody as a 
ground bass (a combination also found later in M. Praetor-
ius• Musae Sioniae, Part IX, 1610).13 
13 
The use of the term cantua firmus to denote the basic 
tenor melody in 16th-century motets, is somewhat unfortunate. 
Actually, in the Renaissance motet-style the constant and 
almost literal imitation of the tenor nullified the individ-
uality or cantus firmus quality of this voice. This situa-
tion finds ample precedence in the works of older masters 
like Joaquin and Obrecht, who favored "equal treatment of 
the parts.n14 It is also predominant in the Rhaw collection, 
althougn instances of true chorale cantua appear occasionally 
(ex., Weinmann's Vater unser tm Himmelreieh). 
Although chorale har.monization did not achieve gen-
eral popularity until the second half of the 16th century, 
a preference for this technique was already shown by Dietrich, 
who left two examples thereof in the Rhaw collection; namely, 
Es 1st das Heil and Aus tiefer Not. 
Apart from the techniques of Choralbearbeitung already 
mentioned there are a . couple which enter into Rhaw•s collec-
tion as curiosities. Hauck left a quodlibet which combines 
the chorale melodies Wir glauben all' an einen Gott with 
13) DietriCh's chorale variation was not the first in history. 
Among the few Choralbearlelt~ in Ott's 115 gute neuer 
Liedlein (1534) is one by Jo~nn Wannenmacber consisting 
of five movements on the melody An Wasserflussen Babylon. 
14) Ibid, p. 460. 
Vater unser im Htmmelreian in the second and fourth voices 
respectively. Ducis used the chorale melody Nun freut eueh 
as the basis of a responsorial composition; each phrase of 
the chorale melody is sung by a tenor solo, a solo chorus 
interrupting intermittently with chordal responses having 
slight melodic reference to the tenor. The latter musico-
liturgical procedure (originating in the 13th century) has 
a well-known Anglican complement in the Festal Responses of 
Thomas Tallis; and it is interesting to observe the same 
basic principle surviving in the "extended" chorale harmoni-
zations of chorale cantatas by J. s. Bach. 
Rhawts Newe Gesenge has been described by Blume as 
"a distinctive mirror of the german lied-style in its most 
~ritical time. ul5 By virtue of its unusual concentration 
of Choralbearbeitungen this collection is one of the most 
16 important German sacred songbooks of the 16th century. 
Fundamental types herein are chorale motet, chorale harmo-
nization, and chorale variation. Techniques appearing 
embryonically (mostly as auxiliary to chorale motet) are 
. 17 
chorale canon, chorale fantasia, and chorale cantua. 
15) 
16) 
17) 
F. Blijme, Die evanfelische Kircbenmusik, p. 53. 
See. AppendiX for 1st. By far the most fertile source 
of reprints is found in R. Eitner• s Publikationen ilter-
er praktischer und theoretischer MusikWerke (33 vola.). 
Techniques not represented are therefore chorale orna~ 
mentation and chorale :t"u.gue. 
A final note is necessary concerning the anonymous 
pieces in Rhaw. The consensus of opinion is that they are 
the works of two composers. 18 Indeed, two different styles 
are represented here, one caose to the polyphonic Flemish 
school, the other close to the (more conservative) harmonic 
. 19 
approach of Walther. According to Gerhardt, Hiamann's 
15 
argument for Senfl and Moser's argument for Joaquin may each 
have been correct. 
The history of 16th-century vocal Ohoralbearbeitung 
follows two major paths which emanate from stylistic oppo-
sites already evident in Rhaw. On the one hand is the poly-
phonic tendency as manifest in the intricate chorale motets 
ot Hellingk; on the other hand is the homophonic tendency as 
manifest in the simple chorale harmonizations of Dietrich. 
Developing simultaneously these two techniques gain an ever-
increasing monopoly upon the mebrstimmig realizations of 
Protestant chorale melody. 
However, chorale har.monization, as a manifestation 
of Luther•s ultimate musical ideal, was slow in gaining 
prominence. The rise of the Kantionalstil was distinctly 
a post-mid-century development. ca. 1570 har.monizations 
with the chorale melody in the soprano began to appear 
18) Ostensibly favorite composers of Luther, neither one 
of whom was Rhaw himsel~. 
19) c. Gerhardt, Die Torgauer Walter-Handschritten (1949), 
p. 108. 
alongside those with the chorale melody in the tenor. The 
climax to the increasing concession of art-music to the 
demands of the Reformation is seen in Lucas Osiander (1543-
1604). His 50 geistlichen Lieder und Psalmen • • also 
gesetzt, das ein Christliche Gemein durchaus mitsingen 
kann (1586) are homophonic in the most complete sense, be-
ing thoroughly chordal and hsving the chorale melody in the 
20 soprano. With Osiander "the lingering process" of the 
. . 
infUsion of the Lutheran "Ges:amtheits charakter" into 
Choral.bearbeitung came to a close. But his example was 
followed by a flock of composers who reached well into 
21 the 17th century. 
Side by side with the pure ehorale harmonizations 
of Osiander are fQund also in the 1580• s consummate ~­
ale motets by su<h masters as the cosmopolitan Orlandus 
Lassus 22 (1532-1594) and the dramatic South-Tyrolian Leon-
ard Lechner (ea. 1550-1606). Indeed, the two antethetio 
forms continued to dominate Renaissance Choral.bearbeitung 
20) 
21) 
22) 
F. Blume, Die evan~elisohe Kirchenmusik, p. 75. 
For a list see F. ~ume, Die evangel!sohe Kirohenmusik, 
p. 75. . - . 
Lassus was the only Counter-Reformation composer who 
was universal enough in his outlook to embrace Lutheran 
melody. "One cannot talk or Choralbearbeitungen in 
Catholic art-music except in the ease of' Lasso:" H. 
Albrecht, Choralbearbeitunf: F. Blume, Die Musik in 
Gescbichte Urid Gegenwart,ieferungen 15-16, p. 1323. 
16 
17 
even to its last great representative, the South-German Hans 
Leo von Hassler (1564.-1612), with his "tugweis komp." set-
. -· ~ 
tings of 1607 and his "simpliciter gesetzt" settings of 
1608. 23 (The former contained some isolated examples of 
chorale canon. ) 
Meantime, between these two basic· methods there dev-
eloped an inter.mediate and freer type of Choralbearbeitung 
after the manner of certain pseudo-contraPuntal or quasi-
chordal settings of J. Walther. Active in this procedure 
which lll8.J' actually be defined as chorale cantua - was par-
24 ticularly Mattheus Le Maistre (d. 1577). Especially in-
teresting is the opening of his Aus tiefer Noth, which con-
tains the chorale melody simultaneously in the soprano and 
tenor (diminution). (Note that these voices were the ones 
-
customarily used for free chorale canons in the Rhaw col-
lection.25) 
2~) cr. Appendix. 
2 ). And later, Melchior Vulpuis (1560-1615). 
2 ) The situation in this example. could actually be inter-
preted as free canon at the time interval zero. 
Chorale cantus (Le Maistre 1566) 
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The supreme artist in the compromise between chor-
ale harmonization and chorale motet was the Thuringian 
Johann Eccard (1553-1611), who already in the vital 1570's 
was receiving i~truction from Lassus and Burck. 26 Eccard 
achieved . in his Geistliche Lieder auf den Choral (1597) an 
ideal "amalgamation of congregational singing with art 
singing.n27 For the sake of recognizability the chorale 
26) Burck and Eccard were copublishers. 
27) Ph. Wolfrum, Die Entstehung und erste Entwickelung des 
Deutschen evange1!schen K1rchen1!edes, p. 118. 
18 
J.9 
melody was, as in the case of Le Maistre, given to the sopra-
no; but, at the same t~e, the other voices were accorded 
more active "lives of their own." 
To quote Heydt, "the homophonic setting of an Osiander 
has now devel.oped into a polyphonic art-work."28 But, on 
the other hand, Eccard•s imitations are far removed rrom 
the thorough-going pol.yphony or motet-style. They appear 
rather as a mild reaction against a chordal affinity. The 
imitative voices are characteristically more animated than 
the chorale melody itself, but the relationship between 
these two factions is sane tines fantastical.J.y subtle. As 
an ezampl.e, consider his setting of Wr Gott nicht mit uns 
diese Zeit. Prior to the statement of the 5th (and last) 
phrase of the chorale mel.ody by the soprano, the three 
lowest voices enter imitatively in the following manner: 
28) J. D. von der Heydt, GeschiChte der evangelischen Kir-
chenmusik in Deutschland, p. 84. 
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This quarter-note motive bas no apparent relationship to the 
chorale melody, but on closer examination one discovers that 
the central imitative voice (tenor) actually presents in 
retrograde part or phrase 4 and all or phrase 3 or the chorale 
melody, as represented in ms • 14-18 or the soprano (of. - ~ 
horizontal arrows): 
The situation Shown above is representative of Eccard•s 
unusual ingenuity. Indeed, an examination or Eccard•s 
"akkordisch-scheinpolyphon"29 style clearly reveals his 
29) "Chordal pseudo-polyphonic:" F. Blume, Die evangelische 
Kirchenmusik, p. 85. 
21 
superiority among contemporary fin-de-siecle composers. 
Eccard amalgamated the best musical attempts of the Reforma-
tion, and he stands as the most original master of vocal 
Choralbearbeitung in the entire 16th century. 
* * * * * 
Polyphonic organ music based upon pre-established sac-
red melodies had been a standard part of the ritual of the 
mother church long before the Lutheran uprising. Already in 
the early 16th century polyphonic organ hymns entered into 
the Catholic service. Finished examples of such hymns, based 
upon plainsong cant! fir.mi (usually in the tenor), were com-
posed by Arnolt Schlick (Tabulaturen etlicher Lobgesank: 
1512), Paulus von Hofhaimer {d. 1537), and the latter's pupil, 
Hans Buchner (d. 1538).3° 
On the other hand, the early Lutheran church, though 
inheriting the Mass and other time-honored musical institu-
tions including the use of organ, failed to generate any rep-
ertoire of original organ chorales during the 16th century. 
Such compositions as Usa tilffer nodt31 (1532) by the Berne 
organist-composer Hans Kotter32 (ca. 1485-1541) were excep-
30) 
31) 
32) 
The development of the Catholic organ hymn continued among 
foreign composers throughout the 16th century and came to 
a climax among Ger.man Protestant (1) composers of the early 
17th century, ex., Samuel Scheidt. 
Aus tiefer Not, reproduced in A. Schering, Geschichte der 
Musik in Beispielen, p. 78. 
PUpil ofPaulus von Hofhaimer. 
22 
tional. Byam.large Protestant organ music in its inception 
consisted of tablature transcriptions (Intabulierungen) of vo-
cal Choralbearbeitungen. (When such transcriptions were not 
available the organist was expected to be able to read either 
from a choir book, wherein the different parts were printed 
separately on the open pages, or else from several part books 
at once. )33 
The dependence of organ music upon choir music prevail-
ed in the Lutheran church throughout the entire A Cappella 
period. In contrast to Catholic organ hymns, which were pre-
dominantly cantus-fir.mus settings,34 Protestant organ trans-
criptions followed the development (motet-style to chordal-
style) of the original vocal Choralbearbeitungen from which 
they were derived. 
In the case of such transcriptions of vocal chorale 
harmonizations as contained the chorale melody in the soprano, 
organists sought to apply the stereotyped melodic decorations 
(known as "coloratura," "diminution,'' etc.) universally pop-
ular among instrumental composers of tm time (thus creating 
33) In the course of the 16th century such laborious process-
es were eventually obviated by the use of figures in con-
nection with the bass voice to indicate the chords. See 
o. Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier in der Musik des 16. 
Jahrhunderts. 
34) Outside Germany Catholic organ ~s in motet-style ex-
isted side by side with the cantus-fir.mus type, as in the 
ease of the Italian composer Girolamo Cavazzoni. 
23 
tu !llpetu• tor the tree artiatio ohoral.e ornaaentation •t 
the 17tll centur,). The organ tablature books or the ao-callecl 
Colorists, Bl.iu Nikolaus Amaerbaoh (Leipzig, 1571), Bernhard 
Sola1d the older (Strassburg, 1577), ~d Jakob Paiz (Lau1Dg-
en, l$83) reTeal such orn .. ented tranaori.ptiona ot vocal 
chorale harmonizations along with tranaor1pt1ona or yocal 
chorale aoteta t 
* 
" 
Chorale ornamentation (So~d the older 1577) 
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The history of the Protestant organ chor ale during 
' the 16th century is by mrl large the history of organ music 
in the Lutheran service. Rietschel35 ennumerates three ways 
in which the organ was used: (l) as (duplicate) accompani-
ment to individual choir piecea,36 (2) for the prelude, and 
(3) for the performance of individual parts of the service 
(especially the portions of the Ordinary of the Mass) in 
alternation with the choir. The practice last mentioned, 
known as alternatim praxis, was one of many carried over 
from the mother church, -- a repertoire of Catholic organ 
masses and organ hymns having already been established in 
the 15th and early 16th centuries. 
Alternatim praxis in the broader liturgical sense may 
be thought to include alternate performance in all its anti-
phonal and responsorial manifestations. Indeed, in the 
Lutheran church, where music was distinctly a communal enter-
35) G. Rietschel, Die Aufgabe der Or~el im Gottesdienste, p. 16. 
36) Org an accompaniment to congregat onal sing ing was not in-
stituted until about the beginning of tffi 17th century; 
until t hat time the two mediums sounded alternately. 
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prise involving clergymen, choir (Kantorei37 or Knabenchor 38 ), 
organist, and congregation, the successive stanzas of a chor-
ale melody were customarily executed by the different factions 
in alternation. The role of the organist in this total inter-
play was of obvious importance, yet the fact remains that or-
gan Choralbearbeitung did not become an independent art until 
the 17th century. 
37) G., men 1 s choir. 
38) G., boys• choir. 
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CBORALBEARBEITUNG IN THE EARLY 17TH CEN!'URY 
With the beginning ot the 17th century the ltmitations 
or the coloristic transcription of vocal Choralbearbeitungen 
were already apparent, 1 and an attempt was made to create in-
dependent organ chorales. Evidences of this e~terprise are 
the North-German tablature book from Celle (1601) and the 
South-German tablature of Johann Woltz (1617). Organ chorale 
motets ahowing a certain loose-limbed freedom over the vocal 
idiom appear in both the c$llische Tabulaturbuch (ex., by 
Giovanni Stettani or Johann· Stephen) and the Woltz Tabulatur 
(ex., by Simon Lobet and Adam Steigleder). The following ex-
cerpt trom Stephen's Ach Gott vom Himmel shows imaginative 
expansion of the initial entry-group by canonic development: 
a formal and melodic approach to chorale fantasia. 
~t phrase of o}or.~. 
* ~; r 1 rr r r ILU r 
* 
1) "The numeroua tablature publications of the Colorists from 
1570 up until the beginning ot the 17th centurJ bad no di-
rect influence upon the formal development or the organ 
chorale:" J. Hedar, Dietrich Buxtehudes Orgelwerke, P• 203. 
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Such fantasia-like tendencies, along with the art of 
· the Colorists, became perpetuated by the North-German M. 
Praeto~ius (to be discussed presently). But in the meant~e 
a change in musical policy was taking place in the Protes-
tant church: a change which ushered in a new and more abun-
dant activity in the composition of organ chorales. 
During the early 17th century organists were granted 
an outlet from their bondage to choir music by being allowed 
to render f'ree accompaniment to the chorale melody sung by 
the congregation. Actually, as one author has expressed it, 
"the organ did not accompar13' the congregational singing, but 
the congregatibn was supposed to sing along with what the 
' 2 
organ played." But the rea~ significant aspect of this 
novel role of the organist was his renewed responsibility of 
"intoning" the DB lody as a preparation for the participation 
of the congregation. "The chorale prelude becomes in this 
way the first member in a series of variations, in which the 
following parts are realized by congregation and organ (aimul-
2) J. Schuberth, Das Wechselver~ltnis von Choral und Orgel-
.. choral, p. 17. 
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taneously)."3 Although the historical details are not fully 
known, it was apparently by this manifestation of the old 
alternatim praxis that "organists came into possession or an 
infinite treasure of thematic material which started them on 
the road to a great Protestant instrumental literature."4 
Paradoxically. the pioneer in t~s endeavor was a Calv-
inist: Jan Pieterszoon Sweelinck (1562-1621) of Amsterdam, who 
stood at the beginning of a long distinguished procession of 
Baroque organist-composers culminating in Bach.5 For the 
liturgical organ chorale Sweelinck adopted in form and style 
the secular theme-and-variations or the English virginalists 
(particularly those of John Bull and Peter Philip, who took 
up their final abodes in the Netherlands). His chorale varia-
t ions6 "open the long and brilliant history of the organ 
chorale. ,.7 The technique used most commonly for the individ-
ual movements is chorale cantus, the chorale melody appearing 
in long notes in the soprano as a "reverberation of Nether-
landish Tenorarbeit."8 However, sometimes a moderate degree 
~ )~ J. Hedar, Dietrich Buxtehudes Orfelwerke, P• 217. P. H. Lang, Music in Western div 11zatlon, p. 399. A pupil of the Venetians A. Gabrle11 and Zarlino, Sweelinc~ 
is credited with establishing on northern soil the pedal 
fugue and the virtuoso toccata. 
6) Twenty-tour are reproduced in an important recent edition 
by M. Seiffert: Werken voor Orgel en Clavecimbel, Alsbach, 
Amsterdam, 1943. For a list see B. van den s. leyer, ~ 
P. Sweelinok, vol. I, p. 257-258. Numerous excerpts appear 
!n J. Hedar•s Dietrich Buxtebudes Orgelwerke (1951). 
7) K. F. Bukofzer, Music in the Barorue~a, p. 75. 
8) G. Frotscher, Geschichte des Orge spiels und der Orgelkom-
positionen, vo1. I, p. 290. 
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of ornamentation preva ils. The two situations may be well 
compared in the examnles below ·(openings of Vater unser im 
Himrnelreich and Durch Adams Fall respectively), since the 
initial phrases of the original chorale melodies are very 
similar. 
OC, cant us in a c. variation (Sweelinck ca. 1620) 
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Deceased the same year as Sweelinck was the first im-
nortant German comuoser of or~An chorales, Michael Praetorius 
(1571-1621). Some of the data concerning M. Praetorius is 
misleading: his birth in the Middle-German province of Thu-
ringia, the publication of his mr:1gnum opus (Musae Sioniae) in 
the South-German town of Regensburg, etc. Actually Praetorius 
was a North-German, havin~ snent a considerable part of his 
life in Wolfenbttttel. 
In part VII (1609) of Musae Sioniae Praetorius left 
four organ choral~si9 three chorale fantasias, Ein' feste 
Burg 1st unser Gott, Christ, unser Herr, zum Jordan kam, 
and Wir glauben all' an einen Gott, and an incomplete chor-
ale variation, Nun lob•, meint Seel', den Herren. 
Praetoriust organ chorale fantasias appear surpris-
ingly whimsical in comparison to the loose-limbed organ 
chorale motets of the turn of the century. The episodic 
passages are actually amalgamated with the ent~~groups, 
the latter being conjoined by means of augmented and irreg-
ularly spaced entries. Characteristics distinctly of the 
nature of fantasia were (1) the pitting of successive 
phrases of the chorale melody against one another, and (2) 
the garnishing of entries with peripheral episode. 
The first of these characteristics is well demon-
strated in the initial entry-series of Christ, unser Herr. 
In both of the following excerpts the first phrase of the 
chorale melody appears in the lower voice counterpointed 
by the second phrase in the upper voices. 
9) Other sources containing these four works are (1) the 
vol. of collected organ works of Praetorius ed. by K. 
Matthaei, and (2) Archiv fur Musikwissenschaft, vol. 
3 (1921), pp. 153-197. 
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The second characteristic may be exemplified by another 
excerpt from the seme organ chorale. '!'he second phrase or the 
chorale melody annears as a cantus firmus in the bass while · 
the upner voices reiterate a derivative motive: 
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In contrast to the loose episodic entry-group exe.m-
plified immediately above, there exists also the close-knit 
canonic entry-group, such as that based on line 3 of Wir glau-
ben all': 
rd phrase of ohor.mel. 
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It should be observed at this point that the use or 
other techniques of Ghoralbearbeitung as auxiliary to the 
chorale fantasia (ex., the chorale cantus and chorale canon 
in the two excerpts above) is characteristic throughout the 
entire history or this type. 
Fantasia as an intrinsic process is seen in the numer-
ous melodic peregrinations which occur now and then throughout 
all three organ chorales. The fantasia is ordinarily achieved 
by interpolation of notes, as shown in the following example 
from Ein' feste Burg. 
mel. 
* * 
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In chorale variation, the one technique of Choralbear-
beitung cultivated by his esteemed teacher, K. Praetorius also 
went his own way. Whereas Sweelinck neatly maintained the 
chorale melody as a cantus firmus ttroughout each variation, 
Praetorius (to judge from his incomplete and only extant ~­
ale variation Nun lob•, mein Seel 1 , den Herren) established 
chorale ornamentation as the basic subsidiary t e chnique: a 
situation which was to find con~ation in the chorale parti-
ill of J. s . Bach. 
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The two variations in Nun lob•, mein Seal' contains~- · 
ilar versions of the first two phrases of the chorale melody, 
but with the third phrase (repetition of first phrase) a notic-
able discrepancy appears: 
~rd (1st) phras~or,shor.mel. 
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Thereafter the versions of each line tend to show marked con-
trast, being often barren in one variation and highly ornamen-
ted in the other. The disparity is cl~axed in the case of 
the final phrase: 
st phrase of chor.ael. 
* * 
@ir 1r r r lrlr· p r IF r lrlrl 
Var. 2 
In passing it should be pointed out that the highly 
ornamental technique demonstrated by the penultimate example 
above is also found as an auxiliary process in Praetorius• 
chorale fantasias. cr. the following version of phrase 2 
fram Christ, unser Herr. 
~2nd phrase o~ e~.mel. 
* c J Jt F J J ILJ J 
* 
~orale ~m. in a ~ant. (M.Praetorius,1609l eyp~ ~~~JJ~ DUJJPI 
Neither in the chorale variation nor in the chorale fantasia 
could Praetorius divorce himself entirely from the art of the 
late-16th-century Colorists. 
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As far as can be deter!!lined from the evidence available, 
as regards the organ chorale Praetorius used as fUnd~ental 
techniques only chorale fantasia and chorale varia~. How-
ever, the chorale fantasias of Praetorius show sufficient 
versatility in the use of auxiliary techniques of Choralbear-
beitung to warrant the contention that it is he, rather than 
Scheidt, who "stands • • • at the outset of the development 
of the Protestant organ chorale."10 
Praetorius' magnum opus was his Musae Sioniaell (IX 
parts, 1605-1012 ). Though previously mentioned as the source 
of his known organ chorales, it contains for the most part 
vocal Choralbearbeitung~~· These pieces run the gmnut from 
the simple bicinium13 to the quadruple choir, and, like his 
organ chorales, embrace almost every technique. 
In the preface to part IX, Praetorius himself defined 
three types of Choralbearbeitun_g: "cantus-firmus-wise," "motet-
wise, 11 and ''madrigal-wise 11 (dialogic fragmentation). However, 
a much more comprehensive view of his techniques can be gained 
by impartial analysis. Although generalizations would be haz-
ardous, in his application of Choralbearbeitung Praetorius com-
monly associates certain methods with certain mediums. Consid-
eration of compositional types so correlated may serve at least 
as a point of departure for further investigation of his versa-
tility. 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
W. Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, p. 534. 
Equal in fame to his literary Syntagma Wmsicum (1615). 
Pub. as the first IX vols. of Praetoriust complete works, 
ed. by G. Kallmeyer. Part I: 1605; parts II-V: 1607; 
parts VI-VII: 1609; parts VIII-IX: 1610. 
A composition for two voice-parts (here vocal, though 
sometimes instrumental). 
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Chorale cantua, a technique which Praetorius may have 
adopted from the organ music of Sweelinck, is used as the 
typlcRl ~1ndamental technique in blcinla and tricinia. One 
voice carries the chorale melody in comparatively long notes, 
while the remaining voice or voices proceed in imitation. 
Shown below are the beginnings of a bicinium and a tricinium, 
both based on the chorale melody Vater unser 1m Himmelreich. 
In both cases the chorale melody appears as a cantus firmus 
in the bottom voice. 
aorale c, cant us M. Praetorius, 1 6 10 
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Four-voice vocal Chorale harmonizations in the tradi-
tion of Osiander are, of course, common with Praetorius; ex., 
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see Musae Sioniae, parts· IV and VIII. Chorale harmonization 
is also used as the basic technioue in compositions for tri-
ple and quadruple chorus: a natural concession to the medium. 
Sometimes the complete chorale melody is harmonized several 
times in succession, resulting in chorale variation. Such 
instances occur, for example, in Urania (1613),14 Praetorius• 
major collection of Choralbearbeitungen for quadruple choir. 
Cf. the beginnings of the four verse-settings of Allein Gott 
in der H~he: 
Ci.onul 
14) Pub. as vol. XVI of PTaetorius' comnlete works, ed. by 
G. Kallmeyer. 
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Chorale variation is also used as the fundamental 
structure for many of the compositions in his Polyhymgia Cad-
uceatrix (1619), whiCh . are divided into individual parts or 
movements. However, the prevailing technique in each move- · 
ment is fantasia, which constitutes a less uniform ground for 
comparison of "variations" than does the harmonization illus-
trated above. 
Chorale motets are usually for a single choir consist-
ing of about a half dozen voices. The chorale motet of Prae-
torius retains only the skeleton of the old 16th-century motet-
style, inasmuch as each entry-group is expanded into an entry-
series. The situation represents a transitional stage from 
chorale motet to chorale fantasia, a transition which in the 
case of the organ chorale had already been effected at the 
turn of' the century. 
Chorale fantasia is the last and the most interesting 
of the techniques of Choralbearbeitung used by Praetorius in 
a fundamental capacity for vocal compositions. First to be 
considered are the numerous chorale fantasias for double cho-
rus. ,Here the episodic passages often become independent, 
whereas in Praetorius• organ fantasias they are still restric-
ted by a continuous flow of subject-entrances. 
Especially common to the vocal idiom is a new type of 
fantasia-episode in which the head-motive from an adjacent 
line of chorale nelody is set in a chordal pattern echoed imi-
tatively back and forth between choirs. In Gott der Vater 
wohn' una bei this device is used in "quasi-Vorimitation" of 
the second phrase of' the chorale melody: 
2nd phrase of chor . mel. 
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Such passages appear as manifestations of the currently po-
pular echo-effect (as practised by Sweelinck, for example), 
although equally significant is their reflection of the dra-
matic antiphonal tradition of the Venetians. 
In vocal as in organ chorale fantasias many of the 
entry-groups are compressed into pseudo-canonic imitations. 
Praetorius achieves such stretto-effects sim~ly through dis-
crepancies in note-values. The procedure is intrinsically 
one of fantasia, despite resulting semblances of chorale 
canon and chorale cantus (see bass in illustration below}. 
In an entry-group from the first entry-series of Christ, 
unser Herr, zum Jordan kam every voice except the alto has 
a complete representation of the melodic line in fantasia: 
phrase of cho~ .mel. 
* * 
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,..,Q Chorale fantasia (M. Praeto:rius, 160.5) 
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A mora interesting semblance of eq_uality in voice movement 
is achieved in the following entrr-group frOm the second 
entry-series of the same work: 
d phrase of c r.mel. 
* * 
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Besides pseudo-canon, strict canon also occurs as an auxilia-
ry technique in Praetorius• chorale fantasias, but is usually 
confined to two voices and is ordinarily not continued for any 
length of t~e. Unusual is the duo opening of Nun lob•, mein• 
Seel•, den Herren: 
Ch 1 I"} I ora e canon in a chorale :rant. (M!. ~ae~orws_.,l605) 
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The double choir is not, of course, the only medium in 
which chorale fantasia predominates. Special mention should 
be made of the spectacular pieces in Praetorius• Polyhy!nia 
Caduceatrix et Panegyrica (II parts, 1619)15 scored for vocal 
and instrumental choirs16 in various combinations. Nowhere 
in the whole Baroque period is Choralbearbeitung so freely and 
monumentally applied; to greater or lesser extent every con-
ceivable technique thereof is suggested, even to chorale var-
iation, which is born out frequently through division into in-
dividual parts or movements {including an introductory instru-
mental sinfonia) representing in themselves complete fantasias 
15) 
16) 
Pub. as vols. XVII-1 & XVII-2 of Praetorius• complete 
works, ed. by G. Kallmeyer. 
Of stringed and brass instruments, tm.inly doubling the 
vocal parts. 
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on the chorale melody. 
The ror.mal conception of the chorale fantasias in the 
Polyhymnia Caduceatrix is generally similar to that of the 
chorale fantasias for double choir. However, the distinc-
tion between entry-group and episode gives way to continuous 
interplay of melodic fantasia on the lines of the chorale 
melody. Interesting is the fact that along with each highly 
ornamental vocal part Praetorius juxtaposed an unornamented 
version on the staff below as an alternative for German sin-
gers who had difficulty with the Italianate coloratura. 
The unprecedented variety achieved by Praetorius in 
the use of Ghoralbearbeitung is not only manifest cumulative-
ly in his incomparable chorale fantasias but also in his in-
dependent settings of the same chorale melody. In part IV 
of Musae Sioniae there appears, for example, a set of nine 
different compositions on the melody Wir glauben all' an 
einen Gott. They are constructed as follows: (1) two-voice 
chorale cantus with melody in top voice, (2} three-voice 
chorale cantua with melody in top voice, (3) same as 2, 
though with melody in bottom voice, (4) same as 3, (5) four-
voice chorale harmonization with melody in top voice, - (6) 
same as 5, (7} five-voice chorale cantua with melody in 
bottom voice, (8} same as 7, (9} six-voice expanded ~orale 
motet. 
A summary of Praetorius' use of Choralbearbeitung is 
now in order. Basic- types of organ chorales are the chorale 
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fantasia and the chorale variation. In the rormer all tech-
ni ques except variation are found in a subsidiary capacity; 
in the latter the principal auxiliary technique is ornamen-
tation. In his prolific composition of vocal Choralbearbei-
tungen Praetorius reveals independent use or all future me-
thods with the exc eption of chorale ornamentation, chorale 
canon, a nd chorale fugue. 
Variously described as "an outstanding composer or 
17 the late Renaissance" and "one of the chief founders of 
uerman Baroque music,nl8 Michael Praetorius stands at the 
threshold between an old and a new era. With one hand he 
reaches back to the rich massive texture of the late A Cap-
pella as represented (for example) by Hans Leo Hassler {1564-
1612), and with the other he embraces the thin concise coun-
terpoint or the north along with the lyrical Italian nuove 
musiche. Indeed, in the Polyhymnia Caduceatrix past and 
runure are conjoined in the application of figured bass to 
rull chorus supported by brass instruments. Lang was hardly 
exaggerating when he said of this composer that: "His inquis-
17) Historical Anthology of Music, ed. by A. T. Davison and 
w. Apel, vol. I, p. 236. 
18) P. H. Lang, Music in Western Civilization, p. 394. 
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itive mind explored every form and technique of his t~es and 
ehuffled and melted them, with imposing thoroughness, patience, 
and skill into the musical world of the Protestant chorale. nl9 
* * * * * 
19) P. H. Lang, Music in Western Civilization, p. 394. 
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Ghapter III 
CHORALBEARBEITUNG AMONG THE 3 GREAT StS 
The contribution of the 3 great s•s, Schein, Scheidt, 
and Schutz (all born ca. 1585) to Choralbearbeitung is some-
what overshadowed by that of M. Praetorius. Nevertheless, 
out of the multiform trends of the latter, this threesome 
' 
established a clear course toward the mid-century Chorale 
cantata and chorale prelude. 
The vocal Choralbearbeitungen of Johann Hermann Schein 
bear a distinct relationship to certain ones by M. Praetorius. 
In Schein's Ope~~a Nova (1618-26) 1 as in Praetorius• Pol~­
hymnia Exercitatrix (1620) there appear chorale ' fantasias 
for two solo voices with instrumental accompaniment (includ-
ing figured bass). Similarities of composition include such 
procedures as combining the firsttwo lines of the chorale mel-
ody simultaneously (recall Praetorius• chorale fantasias for 
organ). cr. the following examples from settings of Durch 
Adams Fall (other voices omitted): 
1) Pub. as vol. 4 (in 2) of Schein's works, ed. by A. Prater. 
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On the other hand, Schein shows a novel freedom and 
evasiveness. Whereas Praetorius states every phrase or the 
Chorale melody in a clearly recognizable for.m at least once 
(and usuall1' a number of times), the ''genialischer Feuer-
kopr"2 allows a single subtle metamorphosis to suffice. Con-
trast Schein's only manifestation or line 5 (still DurCh 
2) F. Blume, Die evangelische Kirohenmusik, p. 107. 
Adams Fall) with one of the many clear statements by Prae-
torius: 
0 Chorale fantasia (Praet •• 1 6 ) 20 
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In the words of Blume, "Das Choralfundament zerbricht; zum 
ersten Kale 1st wichtiger ala die Choralweise selbst das, 
wn.s mit ihr geschieht."3 
The chorale fantasias in Schein's Opella Nova are a 
distinct reflection of Nuove Musiche. In some of these 
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pieces (ex., Vom Himmel hoch, Christ lag in Todesbanden, 
Gelobet seist du, etc.) a tenor solo renders the lines of 
the chorale melody in cantua firmus intermittently between 
the duo .or trio fantasia sections. (The instrumental accom-
paniment is continuous.) This so lis tic tendency is consum-
mated in Ko.mm, heiliger Geist for soprano and orchestra. 
Here the lines of the chorale melody are stated periodically 
in cantu& fir.mus by soprano (boys' choir plus violin) and 
the ritornelli are devoted to fantasia treatment thereof. 
3) "The principle of chorale melody breaks down; for the first 
t :bne more important than the chorale motives themselves is 
that which happens to them: 11 Ibid. , p. 105. 
The following excerpt shows the end of the first line of the 
cantus firmus and the subsequent ritornello with its segmen-
tal melodic fantasia (violin part only shown): 
chor.mel. 
* * 
The vocal Choralbearbeitungen of the second of the "3 
. greatS's," Samuel Scheidt (1587-1654) also follow the tran-
sition from polyphonic A Cappella to monophonic Thorough Bass. 
His Cantiones sacrae (1620)4 are still for unacconpanied dou-
ble choir; whereas his Newe geistliche Conzerten (1631-40) 
are, like Schein's Opella Nova, for two or three voices with 
fi~red bass accompaniment. 
~~e chorale fantasias for double choir in Scheidt's 
Cantiones sacrae recall those in Praetorius• Musae Sioniae, 
part I. Note the striking similarity of the two following 
excerpts; both are fan t asia-episodes based on the head-motive 
(cf. arrows) of the final phrase of Vater unser 1m Himmel-
reich. 
4> Pub. b y Ugrino as vol. 5 of Scheidt's works. 
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On the other hand, Scheidt outstripped both Schein 
and Praetorius in contrapuntal design. In the chorale tric-
inium, for example, Praetorius merely garnished the cantua 
fir.mus with free imitations, whereas Scheidt often united 
the two peripheral voices in a strict canon which bore out 
the chorale melody in fantasia. Cf. verse (movement) 55 of 
Scheidt's Vater uaser 1m H~elreich (srune work as above) 
with another setting by Praetorius (Musae Sioniae, part IX, 
1610): 
t phrase of cho~mel. 
* * 
-- -
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5) The three-voice medium for this movement is achieved by 
the use of three voice-parts out of the double choir. 
... 
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In initial entry-groups Scheidt sometimes used inve~ 
ed and uninverted forms of the melody simultaneously, as in 
both the vocal and organ chorales Vater unser. (The order 
of entries is different in each case, but note that corres-
ponding voices have the same form.) 
Inversion in an initial entry-group (Scheidt, 1624) 
Inversion in an initial entry-group (Scheidt 1620) 
~ 
Still another device exploited by Scheidt was inver-
tible counterpoint. For example, the two-measure introduc-
tory phrase in the sixth movement (chorale cantua) o~ the or-
gan chorale Gelobet seist du was conceived as double counter-
point at the octave (of. arrows): 
Much or Scheidt's reputation as a pioneer or the Bar-
oque rests upon such arore-mentioned contrapuntal contrivances 
used in connection with Choralbearbeitungen. 
Scheidt was the only one or the 3 s•s to be distinctly 
concerned with organ composition, his monumental achievement 
in this field being the Tabulatura Nova (II parts, 1624). With 
the exception of Ich rur• zu dir, all eight organ chorales in 
this collection are chorale variations in which the underlying 
technique is cantua firmus. In this respect Scheidt follows 
the example of his esteemed teacher Sweelinck. 
On the other hand, as an uncommon relier rrom chorale 
cantua (which, incidentally, retains a semblance of chorale 
motet) occasional use is made of the ornamental method or var-
iation prevalent inK. Praetorius• Nun lob•, mein• Seel•. 
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Scheidt ordinarily reserves chorale ornamentation for the 
last two movements, using "Choralis in Basso colorate" 
("chorale melody ornamented in the bass") ror the penulti-
mate one and "Choralis in Cantu colorate" {"chorale melody 
ornamented in the sonrano") ror the rinal one. Observe, 
ror example, the openings or the last two movements (verses 
8 and 9) or the organ chorale Gelobet seist du: 
st phrase or chor.mel. 
* * 
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Scheidt's "Fantasia -s u per: Ich ruf' zu dir.z Herr Jesu 
Christ'' has been described by A pel as "actually a chorale mo-
tet. ,.6 There is something to be said for this observation. 
The time -honored mechanism of motet-style is still very appar-
ent in the use of entry-groups. Also, this c ompo s ition is ob-
viously a far cry from the fUll-blown org an chora le f antasias 
of later date. 
At the same time, Ich ruft zu dir is certainly not the 
traditional chorale motet of the 16th century. Two important 
features are added: (1) the expansion of the entry-group into 
an entry-series (a trait already established in both vocal and 
organ Choralbearbeitungen before the time of Scheidt) and (2) 
the interpolation of actual fantasia-episodes amid the various 
entry-series (a trait which Scheidt himself a ppears to have a-
dopted from the vocal idiom). As an example of the latter con-
sider the outgrowth of sequence from the last three notes of 
the fifth line of the chorale melody: 
Chorale fantasia (Scheidt, 1624) 
Without becoming. dogmatic the author would like to sug-
gest that the application of the term chorale fantasia to cam-
6) w. Ap el, Harvard Dictionary_of Music, p. 534. 
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positions in which this technique is combined with chorale 
motet -- alternately (as here) or simultaneously (as in the 
organ chorales of M. Praetorius) -- is hardly objectionable 
in view of the fact that tQe fUll-blown North-German chorale 
fantasia of the mid- and late 17th century was to some extent 
the result of dissolutions in motet-style, vestiges of which 
were never entirely lost. In this connection it is interest-
ing to note that a famous contemporary of Scheidt, J. Ulrich 
Steigleder, actually referred to chorale motet with just expan-
ded entry-groups (ex., no. 1 in his Tabulatur Buch of 1627) as 
-"Fantasia, oder Fugen Manier. "7 
Loose-knit chorale motet prevails not only in Ich ruft 
zu dir but also in certain movements of Scheidt's chorale var-
iations. An interesting case in point is the third movement 
of Christ lag in Todesbanden. Here the second entry-series 
is preceded by three different sequential episodes, the first 
of whiCh is anticipatory in that it makes use of the head-
motive of the second line of the chorale melody: 
7) "Although the use of the name fantasia for such pieces seems 
strange from the modern point of view, it is entirely reasnn-
able from that of the 16th- (and 17th-) century musician, to 
whom the fantasia was a free variety of the strictly contra-
puntal and learned ricecare:" w. Apel, Harvard Dictionary 
of Music, p. 257. 
?Chorale fantasia (Scheidt, 1624) 
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The four organ chorales appearing in volume 5 of Scheidt's 
works8 provide noteworthy vindications of as well as additions 
to the picture represented in the Tabulatura Nova. Two of 
these compositions, Herr Gott, dich loben wir and Helft mir 
Gotts Gttte preisen are simple chorale harmonizations; the re-
maining tw~ Allain Gott in der Htlh 1 sei Ehr 1 and Wie schon leu-
cht•t una der Morgenstern, are discussed below. 
Allain Gott bears ear-marks similar to Ich ruf• zu dir. 
For instance, the penultimate entry-series (ms. 50-68) concludes 
with the following sequential fantasia-episode based on the 
head-motive of the phrase of the chorale melody: !:!! phrase o~ c"! .mel. 
* ~Jir rr r lr J J=* 
Of s pecial interest is the fact that during the third 
and subsequent entry-series each phrase of the chorale melod7 
is somewhere rendered in a harmonized version. Since in the 
original chorale melod7 phrases 3 and 4 are repetitions of 
8) Pub. by Ugrino. 
6o 
phrases 1 and 2, practically speaking Allein Gott contains a 
harmonization of every phrase of the chorale melody; and if 
all contrapuntal portions were removed, a complete chorale 
harmonization would remain. 
It is important to realize that this composition repre-
sents only one of many instances of 17th-century interpolation 
of fantasia-episode between or amid basic "chorale" members. 
This process was applied not only to chorale harmonization but 
also to chorale cantus9 and chorale motet.lO Though first em-
phatically displayed by Scheidt, such interpolation prevailed 
from M. Praetorius (his vocal Choralbearbeitungen only) to J. 
s. Bach. 
An excellent bird's-eye view of Scheidt's Orgelchoral-
bearbeitung may be seen in the Chorale variation Wie sch~n 
leucht•t uns der Morgenstern. The 1st variation is a chorale 
motet almost in the strict sense; the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th 
variations are chorale canti; and the 6th and 7th variations 
are chorale ornamentations. A unique feature of this work is 
the fact that in addition to these seven variations there is 
also an introductory movement, -- a chorale harmonization serv-
ing as 11theme: 11 
9) Ex., Scheidt•s many organ chorale canti. See especially 
the previous discussion of Schein's Komm, heiliger Geist. 
10) Ex., Scheidt•s organ chorale fantasia Ich ruf• zu dir. 
(The result of interpolation of fantasia-episode in chorale 
motet is described as chorale fantasia for reasons previously 
stated.) 
etc. 
Here is one of the first applications of the principle of 
theme-and-variations to chorale variation: a procedure which 
Bach adopted for his chorale partitas. 
Interesting is the fact that Scheidt used precisely 
the opposite procedure four ·years earlier in his vocal ~­
ale variation Nun komm der Heiden Heiland. Of the nine move-
ments the first eight are organistic chorale canti and the 
final one is a chorale harmonization: an anticipation of 
the practice in chorale cantatas of the second half of the 
17th century. 
The organ music of Scheidt has often aroused compari-
son with that of Bach, the two composers being often depicted 
as the alpha and omega of a century's development in this 
field. However, in the specific realm of Orgelchoralbearbei-
tung any such acclaim of Scheidt should be tempered by a re-
consideration of the originality of his predecessor Praetorius)l 
It is necessary here to call attention to other S's 
prior to SchUtz, -- first of all the organist-composer Johann 
11) See his four chorale fantasias. 
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Ulrich Steigleder (1593-1635), a South-German contemporary of 
the Middle-Germans Schein and Scheidt.12 Steigleder•s fame 
rests largely upon his Tabulatur Buch13 for organ14 (Stutt-
gart, 1627) consisting in toto of 40 movements, settings, or 
variations on the chorale melod~ Vater unser 1m Htmmelreich. 
This huge chorale variation by Steigleder bears interest-
ing comparison with the one by Scheidt (in Tabulatura Nova, 
Hamburg, 1624). Both composers use a majority of cantus firmus 
movements and a minority of chorale ornamentations. As regards 
the latter technique, cr. the beginnings of the 9th (last) 
variation by Scheidt and the 28th variation by Steigleder: 
let phrase of or.mel • 
• 
* * 
12) Steigleder was a teacher of Froberger, whose Catholic 
organ hymns . are related to contemporary Protestant or-
gan chorales. 
13) Photostatic copy in Isham Organ Libary, Harvard University. 
14) The title page indicates that instrumental ensembles may 
be used as alternative; and througnout the book there are 
explicit directions concerning vocal support of the chort:ie 
melody. 
i;. ornam. in a c. var. (Steigleder .1627) 
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Other techniques of Choralbearbeitung in Steigleder• s 
Vater unser also find parallel in the work~ d Scheidt. The 
"Fantasia, oder F\lgen Manier", a fairly frequent type of move-
ment, resembles Scheidt's Ich ruf' zu dir. Chorale canon 
also appears occasionally (29th variation), as the logical 
step beyond the peripheral canon of Scheidt. Like Scheidt 
and Sweelinck, Steigleder sometimea allots successive linea 
of the chorale melody to different voice-parts, but he goes 
even ~rther in no. 35 by allotting part of a line to one 
voice and the remainder to another (ex., the first or the 
initial line to the soprano and the remaining half to the 
tenor). 
Appropriated below is a stylistic comparison m&d.e by 
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D1etr1ch.15 Both excerpts represent cantus-fir.mue treatments 
ot the penultimate phrase or the chorale melod7 Vater unaer: 16 
15) 
16) 
'Z!:ult. phrase o~ ch~,mel, 
* ~..crlf r nr lliJ *= 
* 
n c. cant us wi ~h d~riv. seq. (Scheidt, 1624) 
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1 v. seq. (Steigleder, 1627) 
• 
P. Dietrich, Geschichte des DeutsChen Orgelchorales ~ 
l1· Jahrbundert, voi. 1, P• 29. 
~ Steigieder excerpt is transposed up a perfect fittn 
in order to make the relationship more obvious. 
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Contemporary with the S's already mentioned was Johann 
Staden (1581-1634} of Nuremberg, who reflects the same South-
German orderliness as Steigleder. Cited below is the opening 
of Stadents vocal tricinium Nun bitten wir, a chorale canon 
(see the two upper voices}: 
nchorale canon ( J. Staden, 1628) 
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The last of the 3 great Sts, Heinrich SchUtz (1585-
1672), is reputed to have taken " ••• little interest in 
the chorale (sic) as such."l7 Frequently cited is the fact 
that whereas SchUtz used the text of a famous chorale melody 
(Da Jesus and~ Kreuze stund) in the opening and closing 
choruses of his Christmas Oratorio (Die 7 Worte Christi am 
Kreuz, 1664), he refrained from using the melody itself.18 
SuCh situations are in accordance with the testimony of 
Schtttz hims'elf to the effect that Lutheran melody as a sacred 
heritage was not to be tampered with, and, if incorporated at 
17) M. F. Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era, p. 89. 
18) This severing of chOrale text and chorale melody was not 
unprecedented. 
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all, should remain "olmgeendert 1119 ("unchanged"). 20 
But the religious tolerance of this humble composer 
suggests that his statement may have been somewhat of a pre-
text; nor are composers• comments concerning their own artis-
tic outlook ever necessarily significant. Moreover, it is 
unfortunate that so many authors (even Hans Albrecht) 21 are 
content to dismiss the subject of Schutz•s Choralbearbeitung 
with Blume's misleading remark: "SclUtz bildet wohl den Tief-
punkt des Interesses run Liede in der Geschichte der Kirchen-
mus1k."22 
The true nature of the majority of Schtttz•s vocal 
Choralbearbeitungen23 was hinted by that famous "pioneer of 
Baroque music, ''24 Andre Pirro (1869-1943), in his description 
of Von Gott will ich nicht lassen: "The principle theme oc-
curs only in fragments, but the whole work is nourished by 
it."2.5 Pirro's words are most significant for SchUtz's fav-
ored procedure was to render the motives of the chorale melody 
19) 
20) 
21) 
22) 
23) 
In modern German, "umgetmdert." J. Piersig, Das Weltbild 
des Heinrich Schlitz, p. ,52. 
As, for example, in his several chorale harmonizations. 
For a comparison of harmonizations of Ein feste Burg by 
the 3'S see M. F. Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era, p. 82. 
H. Albrecht, Choralbearbeitung: F. Blume, Die Musfk in 
Geschichte und Gegenwart, Lieferungen 15-16, p. 1317. 
F. Blume, Die evan~ellsche Kirchenmusik, p. 118. 
SchUtz composed on y music containing vocal participation. 
Exs., Wir glauben all' an einen Gott (in Kleine geistliche 
Konzerte, part I) 
M. F. Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era, memorial page. 
A. Pirro, Schtttz, p. 212. 
by extremely subtle melodic rantasia. This situation pre-
vails in numerous compositions in the Mehrch~rige Psalmen mit 
Instrumenten (1619), 26 Kleine geistliche Konzerte (II parts: 
1636-39), 27 and Symphoniae Sacrae (parts II and III: 1647-50).28 
To be sure, ScbUtz left a few chorale fantasias29 in which the 
chorale melody can be readily traced; but by a.nllarge his trans-
mutations are exceedingly intricate, -- too intricate to be 
casually recognized, though too consistent to be spurious. 
Indicative of Schutz•s method is the opening of Singet 
dem Herren ein neues Lied (in Symphoniae Sacrae, part II), 
wherein the first phrase of the chorale melody is suggested 
in the characteristic repeated notes used by both solo voice 
and accompanying instruments: 
26) Pub. as vol. 3 of SchUtz's works, ed. by P. Spitta. 
27) Pub. as vol. 6 of Schtttz•s works, ed. by P. Spitta. The 
conrinement of the instrumentation to mere figured bass 
reflects the temporary disruption of the Dreden court 
orchestra resulting from the Thirty Years' War (1618-48). 
28) Pub. as vols. 7 & 11 respectively of the works of SchUtz 
ed. by P. Spitta. Part I (1629) contains only Latin 
texts. 
29) Ich ruf zu dir (in Kleine geistliche Konzerte, part II). 
~Chorale fantasia (Schtttz, 1647) 
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Characteristic of Schtttz•s approach i~ the manner in 
which be treats a melody originating in a harmonization by 
M. Praetorius; the closing chorus of ScHUt~•s St. Matthew 
Passion consists of thoroughly vague and unrestricted ref-
erences to the chorale melody appearing in part VI ot Prae-
torius• Kusae Sioniae. The derivation is vindicated beyond 
arry doubt by the similarity of the opening measures: 
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Although Schtttz•s elusory style appears as unique in 
the history of Choralbearbeitung, one cannot assume that it 
was entirely unprecedented. Evidences appear even with the 
methodical Johann Staden. Of the five mov&ments in his cho-
rale variation Erhalt uns Herr bey deinem Wort (which con-
sist mostly of alternating harmonic and motet-like passages),30 
the 4th begins with evasive references to the head-motive: 
30) Cf. the dual nature of certain chorale fantasias by SChein 
& Scheidt (ex., fantasia-episode vs. cantua flrmus). 
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The remainder of the first line of the chorale melody then 
follows in the soprano (beginning with the note ft), result-
ing in segmental melodic fantasia.31 
Often in SchUtz's chorale fantasias reference to the 
chorale melody is more subtle (if not entirely lacking) at 
the very beginning of the composition, becoming clearer as 
the music gets under way. Such is the case in the polychoral 
Komm, heiliger Geist (~phoniae Sacrae, part III). Compare 
the opening measures of the 1st violin part with ms. 6-8 of 
the 2nd violin pnrt; through augmentation, omission, and ex-
tension, Sch~tz obtains in the latter case an unusually close 
approach to the first phrase of the chorale melody. (Observe 
the addition of the final note* of the phrase.) 
31) A process already present in the "madrigal-wise'' Choral-
bearbeitungen of M. Praetorius. 
To follow the outline of the chorale melody through-
out a vocal Choralbearbei tung by Schutz somet irre s requires 
considerable patience. One should be warned that the lines 
of the chorale melody are often merely intimated. In con-
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nection with this procedure, the use of head-motives is rem-
iniscent of the truncations in certain motets of the 16th-
century Rhaw collection. 
SchU. tz somet~ s allows the first line of the chorale 
melody to pervade the entire chorale fantasia, anticipating . 
for the first time the technique of Buxtehude. An interest-
ing case in point is Allein Gott in der HOhe (Kleine geistliche 
Konzerte, part II) for four-part chorus over a ground bass.32 
32) The ground bass, which is in the continuo, occurs twelve 
times (with certain a lterations, of course). Allein Gott 
is not the only Choralbearbeitung in which SchUtz uses a 
ground melody; see also Ich hab mein Sach (Kleine ~ist­
liche Konzerte, part I) a nd Danket dem Herren (Mec cl?orige 
Psalmen mit In s trumenten). 
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As an example of how freely SchUtz manipulates chorale melody 
into a personal, dramatic expression of the text, consider the 
following solo supplication based upon the three final notes 
of the initial 1 ine. 
hrase of ch .mel. 
QChorale fantasia SchQtz, 1 6 39) 
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Especially interesting is SchUtz's Singet dem Herrn ein 
neues Lied for two choruses and thorough bass ~ehrchorige Ps~­
men mit Instrumenten). In this composition the initial head-
motive of the chorale melody -- a downward leap of a 4th --
recurs throughout: 
~1st phrase ot cher·••l. 
* 9'cJ J J t .ll lil= * 
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Chorale fantasia (SchUtz, 1619) 
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That this abstruse approach should have occurred at 
so early a date (1619) may well be pondered. Contemporary 
Choralbea~beitungen of Schein and Scheidt certainly showed 
no such distant attitude toward chorale melody. The fact was, 
as Blume has pointed out,33 that with increasing age Schutz 
leaned paradoxically towards greater "clarification" of the 
tune. Nevertheless, throughout his lifetime SchUtz remained 
decidedly subjective in his treatment of chorale melody, mak-
ing it "subservient to his personal artistic expression.n34 
The ramifications of SchUtz's unique chorale fantasia will 
be seen in the following chapter. 
With M. Praetorius and the 3 great s•s chorale tunes 
becrune irrevocably absorbed into the realm of religious art-
music. After the 16th century Lutheran melody was no longer 
solely part and parcel of liturgical Gebrauchsmusik, but was 
appropriated by great musical minds in a manner incomprehen-
sibl e to the 1 a:yman. 
"The simple, pious congregational singing en-
visaged by the fathers of the new church gave 
way to sonority, dramatic choruses, sophisti- 35 cated arias with obbligato instruments, • " 
It must be admitted that beneath their apparent musical 
3?) F. Blume, Die evangelische Kirchenmusik, p. 107. 
34) M. F. Bukofzer, Music in the Barorue Era, p. 89. 
35) P. H. Lang, Music in Western Civi ization, p. 471 
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autocracy these Lutheran composers still sought to accomodate 
the unyielding tenet of congregational participation. In the 
chorale variati~p~ of his Polyh~ia exercitatrix (1619) Prae-
torius left explicit instructions regarding congregational 
singing of the chorale melody to those stanzas (of the Luther-
an poem) which he had not worked out polyphonically. Schein 
left a collection of chorale harmonizations with organ contin-
uo entitled Cantional oder Gesangbuch (1627). Also suitable 
for congregational consumption was Scheidt•s G~rlitzer Tabula-
turbuch (1650), which contained harmonic settings for voices 
with (doubled by) organ.36 
At the same tLme, the contributions of these masters 
to devotional music in which the chorale melody was clearly 
recognizable and easily singable were decidedly incidental. 
Indeed, their lofty and ingenious handlings of chorale mel-
ody herald the beginning of a permanent departure between 
church music as religion (the sterile Pietistic view) and 
church music as art (the fertile Orthodox view).37 
36) The full title of this work is Tabulaturbuch hunder~ geis t-
licher Lieder und Psalmen. "As to whether. • • (Tt} should 
be regarded as a chorale book for Alternatimpraxis, for ac-
companiment of congregational sing1ng, or purely as an in-
struction book, there exist very divided opinions:" J.Hedar, 
Dietrich Buxtehudes Orgelwerke, p. 217. 
37) Be it added that the breach was not long in forthcoming. 
"Toward the end of the seventeenth century the divorce of 
congregational sing ing from art music, a process inaugur-
ated earlier but repeatedly delayed by the innate artistic 
sense of German Protestant musicians, reached an acute 
stage. The great musical literature of the Reformed Church 
fell upon unsympathetic ears, as the great majority of 
churchgoers were completely estranged from art:'' P. H. 
Lang, Music _in Western Civilization, p. 472. 
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Chapter IV 
CHORALBEARBEITUNG IN THE MID-17TH CENTURY 
One of the most significant composers of the mid-17th 
century was the North-German Franz Tunder (1614-1667). Tun-
der's chorale cantatas1 herald a new era in the history of 
vocal Choralbearbeitung. But the emergence of this novel type 
of musical composition from trends of the time may be readily 
traced. Among contemporary composers whose concepts were re-
flected in the chorale cantatas of Tunder were the following: 2 
~. North-Germans (Hamburg) 
Thomas Selle (1599-1663) 
Matthias Weckmann (1621-1674) 
Christoph Bernhard (1627-1692) 
l3. Middle-Germans (Saxony and Thuringia) 
Heinrich SchUtz (1585-1672) of Dresden 
Johann Rudolf Ahle (1625-1673) of MUhlhausen 
Andreas Hammerschmidt (1639-1675) of Zittau 
c. South-Germans (Nuremberg) 
Erasmus Kindermann3 (1616-1655) 
1) Most ly scored for solo voice with a limited number of in-
struments (including organ continuo). 
2) Cf. M. F. Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era, p. 87. 
3) A pupil of J. Staden. 
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Vocal Choralbearbeitung around the middle of the 17th 
century consisted ordinarily of only one movement, and Tunder 
himself yielded to this custom in the case or An WasserflU-
ssen Babylon. But, in accordance with the structure of con-
temporary passions, oratorios, and ordinary sacred cantatas,4 
the chorale cantatas of Tunder were generally "multipartite," 
i.e., consisted of more than one movement. 
The first movement was an instrumental introduction or 
Sinfonia.5 The sinfonia was sometimes followed by only a 
single vocal movement. This double-movement arrangement, 
as represented by Tunder•s Wachet auf, ruft uns die Sttmme, 
had definite parallel in several compositions by the contem-
porary Kinderm.ann (Muaikalische Friedens freud, 1650). 
-
Also in aeeordanc~ with the practice in larger vocal 
compositions of the time6 was the variety of media which pre-
vailed among the different movements of Tunder•s compositions 
4> !"or distinctions see W. Apel, Harvard Dictionary or Music, 
p. 516. 5) This situation was not novel 1n the history of vocal Chor 
albearbeitu.fr• I. Praetorius had used instrumental move= 
menta to ln~oduoe chorale fantasias in his Polyhzmnia 
Caduceatrix (1619). 
6) "Die mannlgfaltigen aus der zusammenstellung von Rezita-
tiven, Arien, Duetten, Chorllen, Chora~tzen, und Sinfo-
nien sich ergebenden Forman:" J. D. von der Heydt, Ges-
chichte der evangelischen Kirchenmusik in Deutschland, 
p. 147. 
(ex., c£. the six verses of Helft mir Gott•s Gftte preisen). 
As Bukofzer points out, 
"The various media of the chorale 
. concertato, the many-voiced,- the 
few-voiced, and the monodic, were 
no longer kept apart but were com-
bined in large multipartite cam-
positions. in which solo, Choral, 
and instrumental segtions (move-
ments) alternated • .,-, 
Among these media highly important was the monodic 
8 
chorale concertato or chorale monody. Throughout the 
first half of the 17th century the Italian ideal of accom-
panied monody had been gradually adopted by Lutheran com-
posers. Faint traces of the novel art of Viadana (Concerti 
ecclesiastici, 1602, •08)9 had appeared already in M. Prae-
-10 
torius• Musae Sioniae. Both Sch~tz and Schein bad culti-
vated chorale concertato after the manner or Monteverdi's 
11 dialogues. And the 'flaring spirit" of chorale cantua in 
Schein's Kamm heiliger Geist as well as the solo passages 
7 ) )(. F. :Bukotzer , Jllls ic in the Baroque Era, p. 8 7 • 
8) A generic expression used In reference to any vocal 
ahoralbearbeitung scored for a small number or solo 
voices and friStrumental accompaniment. 
9) "While organ aeco.mpaniment is already prescribed in the 
Concerti ecclesiastic! of A. and G. Gabriel! (1587) and 
ot Banchlerl (1595), Viadana•s innovation is the use of 
solo voices instead of choral performance:" W. Apel, 
Harvard Diction5a ot Music, p. 460. . 
10) However, Praet;us was a ·"staunch supporter" of con-
tinuo more as accompaniment to choruses (ex., in Pojz-
~ia Cadueeatrix) rather than solo voices. {See • 
• Bukofzer, .Muslc in the Baroque Era, p •. 85). 
11) _K. :Nef., An Outline of the HiSto:q of Music, p. 172. 
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in certain chorale fantasias of Schutz (ex., Allein Gott in 
12 der HOhe) had been important milestones in the development 
of the chorale monody that "laid the ground f'or the :f'uture 
13 
solo cantata." 
A comparable soloistic tendenc~ was reflected in music 
for liturgical consumption. As previously pointed out, in 
the early 17th century congregational singing began to be 
supported (and prompted} by organ accompaniment. The appli-
cation of the latter to 4-voice settings was made already in 
the Melodein-Gesangsbuch of 1604. In the course of the cen-
tury there occurred a sharp increase in the composition of 
original chorale melodies, to which were promptly added fig-
ured bass accompaniments. Numerous song-books were published 
in this manner, including sane of the numerous editions of 
crngerts Praxis Pietatis (1647-1736}. 
In Tunder•s solo caorale cantatas the chorale melody 
mrely appears without a certain amount of melodic (if not 
structural) fantasia. Consider, for example, the one-movement 
cantata An WasserflUssen Babzlon. The first three phrases 
(first two plus repeat of first) of the chorale melody are 
represented plainly in the manner of a cantua firmns (note 
canonic Vorimitation): 
12) 
13} 
Such solo vocal passages are known as coro concertato, 
in contrast to choral passages or coro rlpleno. ct. the 
distinction between concertino and r!pleno (or ritornello} 
in application to the Baroque concerto grosse. 
K. F. Bukozfer, Music in the Baroque· Era, p. 86. 
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C cantus in a c fant (Tunder 1664) 
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whereas the 4th (repeat of 2nd) phrase appears with chrom-
atic interpolations: 
(2nd)phrase of ~or.mel. 
* * 
~op. continued 8i11~J~rrlf3'1~Wirrl@ 1~ I 
cla. "*-~n.,~ Wlr VOK Her- .zen, von Ha- - ~. 
The above examples illustrate incidentall7 a :roraal 
scheme that is to be :round also in later choral.e fantasias 
b7 Pachelbel ao:l Buxtebude: in the working-out ot a cborale 
melod7 that has its first two pbrasea repeated, tantaaia is 
withheld until ths reappearance or the second phrase. 
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An unusual oddity or structure occurs in the choral.e_
1 
cantata Wachet aut. A:t'ter presenting the entire chorale 
melody in :rantasia (ending with a .fermata), Tunder then 
proceeds to use peregrinations of linea :rrom both the :t'irst 
and second sections or the chorale melod7. The f'ollowing 
excerpts show melodic :rantasia on the first line or the 
aecon~ section of the chorale melod7 followed t.mediately b7 
melodic fantasia on the second line or the first section or 
the chorale melody: IJ!i phrase of 2nd toea. of chor .mel. 
* ~cJ IJ. t J J I j * . 
~:phrase or 1st se~ of chor. mel. 
* ~ lr J tt r 1r r r r IJ * 
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Although such structural idioa7Dcracies were peculiar 
to Tunder•s novel chorale cantatas, melodic tantasia itselt 
was a univeraall7 establianed practice b7 the middle ot the 
17th oentur7. The importance of ScMfttzl4 in this direction 
has alread7 been pointed out, and it is hard.ly surprising 
to find that Schtitz•a pupil, Christoph Bernhard, waa the 
author ot an excellent treatise on the doctrine ot ti~rea.15 
The South-German Kinder.mann deligh~ed in weaving chorale 
melodies into lyric arias; observe his concealment of the 
beginning ot the second phrase ot the .chorale melody Bin' 
teste Burs: 
14) 
15) 
phrase of chor.mel. 
* 
~horale fantasia (Irindermann, 1650) 
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Not to mention SChein and Scheidt. 
Traetatus eompositionis, ca. 1650. Bernhard was also 
the f irst to com~ose Masses based on chorale melodies: 
Durch Adams Fall, Christ, unser Herr . His examnle was 
:followed by Weckmann and Zachow . 
Adherence to the time-honored precept of motet-style 
is still forcefully evident in Tunder•s chorale fantasias. 
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' Resulting instances of canonic imitation, especially between 
two voices, are numerous. On the following page are the 
openings or the second movements of Helft mir Gott•s Sttte 
preisen and Ein• teste Burg respectively. 
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When the ensemble is relatively large Tunder resorts 
to the alternation of harmonic and contrapuntal (motet-like) 
treatment: an approach which had coma into prominence witn 
the Middle-GermansSc~tz and Ahle16 and which was reminiscent 
ot the dual nature of specific chorale fantasias by Schein 
and Scheidt. The first (vocal) movement of Tunder•s chorale 
cantata Ein' teste Burg begins with the .following contrasting 
treatments of the first phrase of the chorale melody: 
16) 
in a c, fantaiia (Tunder, 1667) 
• 
This apprGach was not especially attractive to Kinder-
mann. Ex., see his continuously contrapuntal expanded 
chorale motet (or "motet-fantasia") Erbarm dich meln (1641). 
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./),Chorale motet in a chorale fantasia (Tunder. 1 567) 
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' ~ same contrast may be seen in the opening of Ahle•s 
.ch Herr, mich ar.men gttnder (alternative titles: Herzlich tut 
~ch verlangen, 0 Haupt voll Blut und WUnden): 
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c. motet in a c. fantasia (Able, 166(-64) 
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Tunder•s use of chorale harmonization for the final 
movement of Helft mir Gott 1 s GUte preisen is of striking 
importance, for this procedure was to become characteristic 
of the chorale cantatas of Buxtehude and especially J. s. 
Bach. Although M. Praetorius had sometimes used chorale har-
monization for the final movements of his vocal Choralbear-
beitungen, Tunder appears to have been influenced by a con-
temporary trend in passion music. 
Passions were, of course, generally distinguished from 
cantatas and oratorios by the use of a scriptural text (Mat-
thew, Mark, Luke or John). However, about Tunder•s time a 
tendency arose toward "passion-oratorio:" free treatment of 
the Bible text by means of paraphrase or by extraneous poetic 
interpolations. Among the latter, chorale texts were intro-
duced, and along with them, their associate chorale melodies. 
The melodies were given harmonic settings, after the usual 
character of "intermedii" (contemplative choral settings of 
interpolated text). 
Such ''passion-oratorios" were an accomplished fact .in 
the year of Tunder•s d.eath (St. Matthew Passion of 1667 by 
Christian Flor) and were further established by J. Sebastian! 
(1672)and J. Theile (1673). However, Tunder•s conclusional 
use of chorale harmonization was anticipated as early as 
1643, when Thomas Selle of Hamburg wrote a St. John Passion17 
17) Das Chorwerk , ed . by F. Blume, vol. 26. 
in which .the final movement ("Intermedium" no. 3) was an 
extended harmonic setting of the chorale melody 0 Lamm 
Gottes, unschuldis: 
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The two most renowned composers or organ chorales. 
during the mid-17th century were Franz Tunder or Lubeck 
and Matthias Weckmann of Hamburg. Their inspiration emne 
from a venerable source: the disciples or Sweelinck. 
Sweelinck, who flourished in Amsterdam, was active 
in "transmitting the traditions or his native heritage 
enriched with Italian and English experiences to genera-
tions of pupils among wlx>m. (curiously enough) there were 
18 -
no Netherlanders of note, --" ~et many North-Germans. 
From the Baltic coast far inland there resided in the 17th 
century a host or distinguished organist-composers Who at 
one time or another sou~t instl'tlction from the "deutscher 
Organistenmacher,"19 notably Paul Siefert (1.586-1666) of 
Danzig, Melchior Schildt (1.592-1667) or Hanover, Jakob 
Praetorius20 (1586-16.51) and Heinrich Sohiedemann (1.596-
1663) of Hmnburg. 
18) 
19) 
20) 
P. H. Lang, Music in Western Civilization, p. 420. 
See K • . Seiffert, Jan Pieters Sweeiinck and seine direk-
ten Sc~ler, in Vierteljibrschrift fUr Kus!kiissenschaft (1691). 
Hieron'Jllllls and Jakob Praetorius (father and son) were of 
no apparent relationship to Michael Praetorius, the nane 
Praetorius being in those days commonly adopted as a dis-
tinguished pseudon'YlD. (Latin .for praetor or town DB. gistrate). 
However, the name or Michael's father was actually the Ger-
man word meaning praetor; namely, Schultheiss. 
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21 22 JUdging from the descriptions by Frotscher and Hedar, 
these inte:rim composers paved a clear path toward the organ 
chorale of the future, transmitting three basic techniques 
fran SWeelinck and M. Praetorius to Tunder and Weckmann; name-
ly, (1) chorale ornamentation (ex., Schildt's Herzlich lieb 
hab ich dieh): 
Chorale :)]::,Ita menta; U. on (Sc~Uldt) 
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(2) Chorale variation, with chorale cantua as the usual 
auxiliary technique (ex., J. Praetorius' Chris tum wir sollen 
lob en sehoD): 
21) G. Frotscher, Geschichte des Orgelspiels und der Orgel-
komftosition, PP• 416-1+13. 
22) J.edar, Dietrich Buxtehude& Orgelwerke, pp. :. a - 231 . 
* 
c. cantua~~ a c. variation
1
(J. Praetorius) 
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and (3) chorale fantasia (ex., Scheidemann•s In dich hab' 
ich gehoffet) : 
phrase of cho~ mel. 
* * 
The above composition by Scheidemann has an unusual 
quirk. After a plagal cadence in the lOOth mea•ure, the 
composer inserts a twenty-measure Bearbeitung of the first 
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phrase or the chorale melody Christ lag in Todeabanden, using 
alternately th~ techniques of cantus-ftr.mua and ornamentation: 
I c • t can ue i n a c. t'antasia ( Scheidemann) 
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~e inspiration for the use or this melody is not 
difficult to establish; cr. the opening phrase of the compo-
sitions 
Scbeidemann was by far the most versatile of the group 
or SWeelinck disciples cited above. There are a number of 
organ chorales by Scheidemann in the Lftneburg MSs, 23 but only 
three have been published: the afore-mentioned chorale ranta-
23) See J. Hedar, Dietrich Buxtehude& Orgelwerke, p. 222. ~ 
Lttneburg KSS are the most ImPortant source of 17th-cent~ 
•orth-German cr gan chorales. 
sia In dich hab ich gehoffet, 24 the chorale cantua Gott sei 
gelobet,25 (doubtless part of a chorale variation), and the 
chorale ornamentation Nun bitten wir. 26 With respect to the 
last type Scheidemann was the most well-known predecessor of 
Buxtehude. 
J4atthias WeclD:nann, whom SchUtz sent to Hamburg in 
1637 to study with J. Praetorius and Scheidemann, 27 composed 
chiefly chorale variations.28 But for the individual move-
ments thereof he used diverse techniques. For example, in 
Gelobet seist du the first movement consists of chorale 
cantua and chorale ornamentation in alternation, the second 
movement is a chorale fantasia, the third movement is a chor-
ale ornamentation, 29 and the fourth movement is a chorale 
cantua. 
An especially interesting feature of certain cantua-
fir.mus movements of Weckmann is the use of canon between the 
counterpointing voices: a novel device which was carried over 
24) 
25) 
26) 
27) 
28) 
29} 
Geschichte des deutschen Orgelchorales, ed. by F. Dietri~ 
vo1. 2, pp. 14-18. 
Choralvorspiele alter Meister, ed. by K. Straube, pp. 116-
119. 
Geschichte des deutschen Orgelchorales, ed. by F. Dietric~ 
voi. 2, p. 19. 
"die p~atorianische Ernsthafftigkeit mit einer scheideman-
nischen Lieblicbkeit zu !Idissigen:" G. Frotscher, Geschichte 
des Orgels~iels und der Orgelkomposition, vol. I, p. 424. 
J. Praetor us, Scheidemann, and Weckmann died about a decade 
1n succession: •51, •63, and '74 r .espectively. · 
Published in Das Erbe deutsoher Musik, series 2, vol. 4• 
The chorale melody is presented in ornamentation twice: 
hence, variation within variation. 
.• 
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by J. S. Bach. Weckmann•s chorale variation Es 1st das Heil 
is a striking instance. Of the seven movements the second, 
fourth, and fifth are chorale canti with peripheral · canon. 
The openings of these three movements are shown below. 
n c. cant us with canon. in a c 0 var ._(Weckmann) 
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Franz Tunder was the most renowned representative of 
the mid-17th-century North-German school of Orgelchoralbear-
beitung.30 He was the main predecessor of Buxtehude in the 
composition Of organ Chorales as in the composition of chor-
ale cantatas. Seven of Tunder's organ chorales appear in 
the LUneburg MSS, five chorale fantasias and two chorale 
variations.31 Only two of these works have been publiShed: 
the chorale fantasia Komm, heiliger Ge1st32 and the chorale 
variation Jesus Christus unaer Heiland. 33 
Techniques used commonly by Tunder (and later by Bux-
tehude) in an auxiliary capacity were chorale ornmnentation 
and chorale cantua. Ornamentation, ". • • not with the • • • 
flourishes of the Colorist period, but with figures ••• 
borrowed from the toccata as well as from instrumental var-
iation tecbnique,n34 was common to chorale fantasia.35 
30) 
31) 
32) 
33) 
34) 
35) 
Tunder assumed the position of organist at st. Maryrs 
church in LUbeck in 1641. This date has been adopted 
by Dietrich (Geschichte des deutscben Orgelchorales, 
p. 39) as the approximate beginning of the second era 
of 17th-century organ composition. 
J. Hedar, Dietrich Buxtebudes Orgelwerke, pp. 235-236. 
Alte Meister des Orgelspiels, ed. by K. Straube, vol. 
2, p. 94 r?. 
Choralvorspiele alter Meister, ed. by K. Straube, pp. 
130-135. 
G. Frotscber, Geschichte des Or els iels und der Or el-
komposition, p. • n er was luence y t e toc-
catas of Frescobaldi, his teacher. See c. Stiehl, Franz 
Tunder, Biographie, in Monatshefte ~r Musik-Geschichte, 
vol. XVIII, p. 124. 
Whereas Tunder used ornamentation in his chorale fanta-
sia, Weckmann used it in his chorale variations, -
sometimes in alternation with cantus-fir.mus technique 
(in the same movement), ex., Nun freut euch, lieben Chris-
ten g'mein. Buxtehude was to adopt ornamentation In both 
these capacities, as well as independently (after Scheide-
mann). 
Following is a version of the third phrase of the chorale 
melody in Komm, heiliger Geist: 
~~phrase of· chof.tmel .' * ~tk-W¥- * 
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Chorale oantus was the technique &mployed in all three 
movements of Jesus Christus,· unser Heiland. In eaoh case the 
statements of the chorale melody are essentially the same, 
though with interesting minor discrepancies. cr. the pre-
sentations of lines 2 and 3: 
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.r Chorale cantus in a chorale var. (Tunder) 
fi}~'e r lr r nlr . r W r IE f I~!H 
mov. 1 
i9titr r I r rr I t1 r F I r F 1 r F I o 1· I 
mov. 2 
§2=;te g lnr r IF F-lf F lr flo 14 
t mov. 3 
* 
mov. 1 
mov. 2 
G)= p E ~ I q r r I r F I r f I e' ra I• I 
f mov. 3 
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As might be expected, the three outstani ing northern 
representatives of the mid-century organ chorale - Scheide-
mann, Weckmann, and Tund.er - reveal a certain stylistic 
homogeneity. cr. the excerpts below, in which part of the 
chorale melody appears in the bass as a cantua firmus. (The 
passages by Weckmann and Scheidemann represent part ot the 
penultimate phrase of Gott sei gelobet; the passage by Tunder, 
which has been transposed, represents part of the second 
phrase oft he chorale melody Komm, helliger Geist.} 
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In central and southern Germany there was also mid-
century activity in the composition of organ chorales, 
though on a much less pretentious scale. Outstanding were 
the Middle-German J. Rudolph Ahle (1625-1673) and the South-
German J. Erasmus Kindermann (1616-1655), both of whom have 
already been mentioned in connection with vocal Choralbear-
beitung. 
Foremost among the techniques cultivated by Ahle are 
chorale variation and chorale cantua. · Althougp these methods 
hark back to the North-German tradition of Sweelinck and 
Praetorius, they stand in contrast to the more complex types 
{ex., chorale fantasia) favored by mid-century North-Germans. 
Ahle shows interesting earmarks of the past. In the 
chorale eantus An WassertaUssen Babylon are borne out cust-
omary procedures of Scheidt and M. Praetorius. Half of this 
composition (38 out of 75 measures) is devoted to the first 
two phrases of the chorale melody: an unusual thematic 
balance, to be sure, but one which is indicative of a l ong-
established trend.36 Also in accordance with an expedient 
time-honored practice is the harmonic setting of the final 
phrase of the chorale melody: 
36) See M. Praetorius' Christ, unser Herr. 
In certain reapeota Able foreshadowed J. s. Bach, 
who succeeded ~ as organist at Mnhlhausen.37 Anticipa-
ting the theme-and-variation character ot Bach's chorale 
partitaa is the chorale variation Mensch, willst du leben 
aeliglich, the first movement or which is a chorale harmo-
nization. ~· uncommon procedure represents only one or 
the many waya in which Able was influenced by Scheidt (Wie 
ach~n leucht•t una der Morgenstern). 
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But the chief tmportance or Able is the vital role 
whtl h he played in the cr igin or the chorale tugue. It ia 
apparent from the discussions by Dietrich and .Frotacher that 
this composer not only appropriated Scheidt's modest type or 
chorale fantasia (that is, expanded chorale motet)38 but 
also by limiting himself to an initial entry-series thereof 
37) However, prior to Bach this post was assumed by J. Rudolt•a 
lesa illustrious son, J. Georg Able. 
38) Aa distinct from the elaborate, improviaato~, and gener-
ally unpredictable North-German type. 
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created "exceptionally" a tughetta (ex., Ach Gott vom Himmel 
sieh darein)?9 Able's tendency to reduce the former type of 
composition to a simpler, shorter, monothematic piece must 
be considered a significant historical development, notwith-
standing the fact that by am large his "chorale tugu.es" are 
"• •• still nearer to Scheidt than to Paehelbel and there-
fore may be described more correctly as fantasias. n4° 
The South-German composer Kindermann was also one of 
the earliest contributors to chorale fugue. The fact that 
he somet im.es used the first two phrases of the chorale melody, 
rather than just the first one, as the basis of his chorale 
fugues should not be surprising in view of the origin des-
cribed above. Moreover, there appears to be considerable 
significance in the fact that frcm the very beginning or the 
history of the organ chorale the treatment of the first and 
second phrases of the chorale melody had often been dispro-
portionately large in comparison to the composition as a 
whole.41 This rather normal proclivity was shown by M. Prae-
torius, by Scheidt, and (as already indicated) especially by 
Able (An Wasserflttssen Babylon). 
Especially interesting is Kinder.mann's Was mein Gott 
will, which consists of a series of canons mostly based on 
-
39) 
40) 
41) 
G. Frotscber, Geschichte des Orgelspiels und der Orgel-
komposition, vo!. I, p. 576. 
F. Dietrich, Geschichte des Deutschen Orgelchorales, vol. 
1, P• 64. 
This disproportion was to some extent a manifestation of 
the repeat which often occured at ~ end of the second 
phrase in the original chorale melody. 
1.02 
tl» second phrase of the chorale melod'J'. The excerpts below 
reveal canon in double counterpoint at the octave: 
')C. canon in a c. fugue (Kindermann) 
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The illustration on the following page is a rare 
~odlibet by Kinder.ma~ in which the initial phrases of 
three different chorale melodies are combined. 
* * * * * 
Drifache Fuga 
super 1. ,Christ lag in Todesbanden~· 
2 ... Christus, der selig macht' 
3. ,Da Jesus an · dem Creuze stundt:' 
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On the one hand, the s~pler and more orderly types 
of organ chorale cultivated by Able and Kindermann - chorale 
cantus and chorale fugue -- were to become the pride of the 
great Middle-German composer of the late 17th centur,f, Pachel-
bel. On the other hand, the more complex types of Scheide-
mann, Weckm.ann, and '.fu.nder - Chorale fantasia and chorale 
ornamentation - were to become the joy of Pachelbel' s equal-
ly great North-German contemporary, Buxtehude. 
* * * * * 
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Chapter V 
THE CHORALE CANTATA OF THE LATE 17TH AND EARLY 18TH CENTURIES 
In 16731 the composer Dietrich Buxtehude {1637-1707), 
with the support of local businessmen, established at Lttbeck 
a series of evening musicales ("Die Abendmusiken") which im-
mediately became famous all over Europe. These religious 
concerts {which still flourished as late as the 19th centu-
ry) were held annually on the five Sundays before Christmas, 
between 4 and 5 p. m. For such occasions Buxtehude, who 
had succeeded Tunder as organist at the "Marienkirche"2 
composed and performed many organ chorales. More spectacu-
lar than these were his many chorale cantatas, mostly for 
accompanied solo voice and usually consisting of more than 
one movement {cf. Tunder).3 That Buxtehude was the first 
to compose chorale cantatas in any great quantity is am-
ply suggested by the fact that they appeared originally in 
actual cantata-cycles, ex., Die Hochzeit des Lammes (The 
Wedding of the Lamb), Himlische Seelen-Lust {Heavenly De-
light), Das Allerschroeklichste und Allererfreulichste(Them~ 
1) The traditional date established by Schweitzer. 
2) See Wilhelm Stahl, Franz Tunder und Dietrich Buxtehude, 
in Archiv fttr Musikwissenschaft, vol. 8, pp. 1-77. 
3) Warning: Buxtehude's cantata movements are sometimes 
merged together and distinguishable only by inscription 
of "versus" {verse of poetic text) or tempo. 
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Terrible and Kost Joytul).4 
A surprising number of Buxtehude's chorale cantatas 
contain chorale fantasia of a recondite type that had prece-
dent only in certain vocal ahoralbearbeitungen of Schutz: 
the initial phrase of the chorale melody recurrs in diverse 
melodic disguises. A paragon of this treatment is the chor-
ale cantata Wachet auf (in C)5 for three solo voices, 2 vio-
lins and oontinuo. 6 Pirro's description of this work is 
fairly accurate, if not strictly to the point: 
"elle est trop etrangere a la belle melodie 
_du choral, dont quelques notes a peine se 
reconnaissent, perdues7au milieu de motifs etriques et saccades." 
Among the array of metamorphoses of the first line of the 
chorale melody, examples from each verse8 are shown below. 
4> "This custom may have influenced Bach to write his Christ-
mas oratorio in such a manner that it consisted of six 
parts which were sung on six Sundays, but at the same 
time constituted a unit:" Walter E. Buszin, Dietrich 
Buxtehude, in The Musical QU.arterlz, wl. 23 (1937),p.474• 
5) BUxtehUde wrote two cb5r8Ie cantatas entitled Wachet aur, 
as Wachet aut (in C) and Wachet aut (in D). 
6) The gener8ily small media used by BUxtehude are readily 
explained b7 the fact that in his evening musicales "the 
number of parti~ipants never exceeded forty, including 
the choir and the orchestra; and often he was obliged to 
content himself with much fewer:" Walter E. Buszin, Die 
trich Buxtehude, in The Musical Quarterly, vol. 23 (m"7), 
p. 472. 
7) A. Pirro, Dietrich Buxtehude, p. 275. 
8) The word "verse" is used consistently here (as in the 
original musical scores) to reter to those movements or 
portions or movements which were set to Lutheran text., 
as opposed to the purely instrumental sections ("ritor-
nelli") which appeared in increasing number alongside 
the vocal sections in chorale cantatas o:f the late 17th 
century. 
* 
char. mel. 
* 
Chorale fantasia {Buxtehude) 
Verse 1 {Andante allegro) 
2$£.1' ~I''' r 1 Mtt. ....... lwia.lit.-x. St.o..11 
Verse 3 {"Gloria sei") 
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Of the same nature is the one-movement chorale cantata 
Was frag' ich nach der Welt. Followin~ are some of the melo-
dic -fantasias on the initial motive: 
st phrase of cAor.mel. 
* * 
The seven movements of Gott hilf mir are also uni-
fied by transformations of the first nhrase of the chorale 
melody (actually Durch Adams Fall): 
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~ phrase or ohor, 
* %Jil J J Jfi11 * 
2nd mov. ("Gott, Gott") 
W£if,!f ' @1 . 
Get\,~lf ~W' 
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The 7th mov•ent begins the aame as the 4th, though 
with the addition of chorus. In the closing measures, as a 
gesture of tinality Buxtehude baa the last phrase of the 
Chorale melody sung in fantasia by Soprano I: 
~ast phrase of QRor.mel. 
* ~r fl J I J J J I J. II * 
'!'his predominantl7 monom.otivic type of tantasia betraJ"S 
a certain monot01117. Ot greater subtlety are the relativelJ" 
tew movements in which more than one phrase ot the chorale 
aelody is suggested. Verse 2 or J'esu, meine Preude ia a 
case in point. The tirst violin part as well as the solo 
bass voice itself contain various reterences to the tirst 
phrase or the second section ot the binary chorale melod7. 
Moreover, the concluding rltornello contains the tollowing 
arbitrar,. sucoesaion of reterences to the chorale melod7: 
II-1 (i.e., section II, phrase 1), I-2 and I-3 dovetailed, 
I-2, I-1. The t1rst part ot the ritornello appears below. 
~-1 of chor, ~el, 
* U(~f$= 
* 
of ~hor. mel./:\ 
* * 
j\ Chorale fantasia (Buxteh~e) 
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Such movements, loosely permeated by various parts 
or the Chorale melod~ but not representing it in entirety, 
were cultivated by other composers of Buxtehude's time. 
Georg Kaspar Wecker (1632-95), pupil of Kindermann and 
teacher of Pachelbel, adopted this manner of fantasia in 
the rirst verse of his Allein Gott in der mthe. The open-
ing is indicative in the merely cursory suggestion of the 
initial phrase of the Chorale melody: 
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First 2 phrases of chor. mel. g 1:\lr- ,. 
* cy~___:g£J'Jtlf=rFw::H41rfffil * 
Chorale fantasia (Wecker) _ 
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Besides the incomplete chorale fantasia heretofore 
discussed, there exists also among Buxtehude's cantata 
movements a more comprehensible thorough-going genre in 
which the entire chorale melody is represented. On the 
following page is an illustration in totos the second verse 
ot the chorale cantata Jesu, melne Freude. The chorale 
melody is expanded to about twioe its original length, 
being artistically disguised 1n a continuous soprano aria. 
c. 
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The complete chorale melody is ot'ten (as here} repre-
aented several times during the course or a cantata. How-
ever, only in rare instances this project is used exclusive17. 
In the one-movement chorale cantata In dulci jubilo the Chor-
ale melody appears in melodic t'antasia three successive times, 
. resulting in a virtual chorale variation. An especially in-
teresting aspect or this work is the tact that the melodic 
tantasia occur in harmonic context throughout: 9 
· \"JULJNO I 
\'IOLJNO II 
SOPRA!'iO I 
SOPRANO II 
HASSO 
CO!"TJ:'<TO 
~ phrase of chJttfiel, 
* J IJ J ld J IF ·I * 
In Wachet aut (in D) a separate movement is allotted to each 
statement. ~ere a semblance or theme-and-variations is 
9) However, this situation was not without precedent. cr. 
the 2nd movement or Tunder•s Wachet aur. 
llS 
apparent despite the tact tpat the Sintonia as uaual contains 
reterence merel7 to the beginning or the chorale aelodys 
~~se ot sec. 2 or chor.mel. *~ i g bj * 
\f~ phrase or sec • 1 or r-9hor .mel, 
* 'f:ic J J l f I JJ J I J * 
Chorale fantasia (Buxtehude) 
Sinfonia 
~ section 1 .,. ~ E !§ t!ti--J F !r r· F 1rr E 1 1= =1 
Vn. I 
tection 2 
i¥ ~~- J I o - I tJ a. J I 
Verse 1 
N~ k~, ------
tD Verse 3 
l .u. section 1 
II '1 
I II -
.~ .,._, I 
. .... 
(.~ " 7 op.IG!c-~t- a. M-section 2 
I -n.- • 
' 
I 
I 
0~ the same nature, though with the addition of 
instrumental interludes, is the one published chorale 
cantata Erstanden 1st der heilige Christ by Nikolaus 
Bruhns (1665-1697), 10 Buxtehude's short-lived protege. 
This cantata, scored for two solo tenors, two violins, 
and continuo, consists of the following movements: Sin-
fonia, 1st verse, Ritornello, 2nd verse, Ritornello, 3rd 
verse. Each verse contains the entire Chorale melody in 
melodic fantasia and is concluded by an ''Alleluja1111 re-
calling the first phrase of the chorale melody. The in-
itial vocal entrances in the three verses show maximum 
variety. The first verse begins in imitative or motet-
like fashion: 
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10) In Das Erbe deutscher Mus1k, series 2, vol. 2, p. 141 ff. 
11) Concludlrig ''Amen"s and "Alleluja''s were used in vocal 
Choralbearbeitungen as early as the 16th century. 
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The second verse begins monodically: 
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And t he third verse begins punctus contra punctum: 
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Although the use of ri tornelli as independent move-
ments had been a well established practice in the sacred 
non-chorale cantatas of Buxtehude, its application to the 
chorale cantata was somewhat novel. Moreover, the ritor-
nell! in Bruhns• composition are used to the utmost advan-
tage: )they both contain complete statene n ts of the chorale 
melody, (2) they are identical except for the interchange 
or violin parts, (3) they are strategically placed so as 
to achieve an integrated form. 
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The use of chorale fantasia in cantata movements by com-
posers of the late 17th century reflected directly the practice 
of Tunder. SLm1lar1t1es are apparent not only in melodic fan-
tasia itself but also in the methods of mebrstimmig handling 
thereof: canonic motet-like arrangement, alternation or con-
trapuntal and ha~onic passages, chordal treatment (see foot-
note 11), etc. Significant in this respect is verse 6 of 
Pachelbel's only published chorale cantata, Was Gott tut, daa 
-12 
1st wohlgetan. Here, as in Tunder•s An Wasserflttssen Babtbn, 
the first three phrases of the chorale melody appear unaltered 
(in extended chorale harmonization) and tbe ~th beset with 
segmen a on: ~ JJ m__ __ t ti 13 ~4th (2nd)phrase of chor.mel. =Fr [f[}:~ F_ · .. 
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12) In DDT, series II, 6 i. 
13) See-afso the organ chorale Nun freut euch by Buxtehude. 
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Such segmental fantasia appearing arter close harmoni-
zation, appears to have been a favored method or vocal Choral 
bearbeitung with Pachelbel. In the following excerpt from 
verse 3 contrast the plain setting of the 6th (4th) phrase 
' with the subsequent broken arrangement of the 7th (5th) phraae: 
~of ch:f. mel. .ta ~h & 7th . (4th & 5th) phrases 
* cJ IE r . J f-ftt:fib-1~- :_ ~ =: * 
Besides chorale fantasia, two other teclmiques were 
used occasionally 1n late-17th-century cantata movements; 
namely, chorale harmonization and chorale cantus. 
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Chorale harmonization was used 1n a capacity described 
by Terry (in reference to the latter usage or Bach)14 as "ex-
tended t"orm," the chordal phrases being linked together by in-
strumental interludes. Many such movements were composed by 
Buxtehude. Certain of his movements show a tendency toward 
more continuous hannonization, but a complete consolidation 
or phrases was always carefully avoided. The last movement 
or Jesu 1 meine Freude, tor example, contains two short iden-
tical interludEe dividing the chorale har.monization into three 
phrase-groups. The first interlude appears as follows: 
I nterluye Ji~lj:'- _b_a_:nnl. (B'1t).hude) 
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14) Terry, c. s., Bach's Chorals. 
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The same situation prevails in verse 1, which, however, is 
rounded off by a concluding ritornello. Verse 4 or Pachelbel's 
Was Gott, tut, das 1st wQhlgetan should be cited as an instance 
in which the usual arrangement of media is reversedz the 
phrases or an instrumental chorale harmonization are linked 
together by a continuous bass aria. 
Chorale cantua is found now and then among the movements 
ot Buxtehude, Pachelbel, et alii. Certain applications of this 
technique by Buxtehude are quite unusual. An exception to the 
customary phantasmagoric instrumental introductions of the 
time is the sinfonia to Du Frieden ~rat, in which the chor-
ale melody is assigned to the first violin as a cantua firmus: 
VIOL INO I 
VIOLI~O II 
VIOLA I 
\"lvL.\ II 
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In Mit Fried und Freud, a short chorale cantata com-
memorating the death of his father, Buxtehude uses tour 
chorale canti for solo vo1ce, 15 the last of these containing 
15) There are no purely instrumental movements. 
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the chorale melody in inversion. 
In instances where the note values or the cantua tirmus 
are not appreciably larger than those or the surrounding voices 
Buxtehude is tempted to lapse into melodic fantasia, as in ~he 
ease or the final phrase (by soprano so1o) or the second more-
ment or Wo soll ieh rliehen hin.16 On the other band, the 
middle-German Paehelbel had no scruples about a clear and un-
adultered presentation or the chorale melody. An illustration 
is the first verse or Was Gott tut, the opening or which typi-
fies the situation throughout: 
16) A certain parallel exists in the extensiYe concluding 
flourishes or contemporary chorale ornamentations for 
organ. 
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Perhaps the most progressive cantata composer ot the 
early 18th century was Friedrich Wilhelm Zachow (1663-1712).L7 
The number ani variety o t movements in the chorale cantata 
Meine Seel erhebt den Herren was unlike an7thing previoua17 
known. The ~irst three movements are as tollowss (1) "Sonata." 
(2) "Tutti" <4 voices and orchestra), and (3) tenor "Arioso." 
Beginning with the 4th movement even-numbered movements are 
.f 
"Arias" ~or some solo voice accompanied usually by two o:r-
18 
chestral instruments (plus continuo) • and the odd-numbered 
movements are soprano interludes. The final movement (17) 
is tor "Tutti." 
Only movements 7 and 13 (both soprano interludes) 
contain the chorale melody in entirety: 
17) A teacher ot Handel. 
18) Movements 4 and 8 have only continuo accomp. to the solo. 
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• 
Movement 2 is hi~hlv unusual as an instance of vocal 
chora~fugue. The first phrase of the chorBle melody appears 
nine times, each entrance occuring regularly at every fourth 
· measure accamnanied by the characteristic countersubject. 
In all remaining movements reference to the chorale melody 
is either lacking as justified by the internolation of 
forei~n text (cf. J. s . Bach)-- or else merely suggested. 
* * * * * 
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Chapter VI 
THE ORGAN CHORALE OF THE LATE 17TH AND EARLY 18TH CENTURIES 
The late 17th century ushered in a new and prolific era 
in the history of the Protestant organ chorale. Among the in-
numerable organist-composers who came into prominence during 
this time, by far the greatest were the North-German Dietrich 
Buxtehude (1637-1707) and the Middle-German ~ohann Pachelbel 
(1653-1707). 
The careers of these two great predecessors of J. s. 
Bach may be considered to have begun ca. 1670. In 1668 Bux-
tehude became successor to Franz Tunder as organist at St. 
Mary's chnrch in LUbeck by marrying the latter's daughter, 
the customary procedure at that time. And in 1674 Pachelbel 
entered upon his long succession of distinguished musical 
posts by being named organist at St. Stephen's Cathedral in 
Vienna. 
The many lesser composers surrounding Buxtehude in 
the composition of organ chorales included uhristian Flor 
(1626-1697), Georg Dietrich Leyding (1664-1710), ~ohann Adam 
Reinken (1623-1722), Andreas Kneller (1649-1724), and also 
Peter Morhardt, Jakob Kurzkampf, 14. Woltmann, and Johann BMhr. 
1) Anna Margarethe Tunder. See c. Stiehl, Franz Tunder, Bio-
graphie, in Monatshefte fUr Musik-Geschichte, vol. XVIII, 
p. 125. 
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Of greater importance were Johann Nikolaus Han.ff (1630-1706}, 
Daniel Erich (ca. 1660-1712), Nikolaus Bruhns (1665-1697), and 
Delphin Strungk (1601-1694). The latter composers will be met 
further in connection with the organ chorales of Buxtehude. 
In a recent survey Hedar2 divides the organ works of 
Buxtehude into three types: "Choral variation, n "Choralphanta-
sie," and "Choralvorspiel." The last category (used by many 
-
au tb.ors } has always been · an arbitrary ani unfortunate one, 
because it includes organ chorales of an undefined variety 
ot lengths and techniques. However, it so happens that in 
the case o.f Buxtehude practically all organ chorales which 
are not ei tb.er chorale variations or chorale i'antasias bear 
the same technique; namely, chorale omamentation. 3 
Chorale ornamentation, cultivated increasingly by 
North-German organist-composers !'rom Jl. Praetorius to H. 
Scheidemann, was the technique which Buxtelmde used for the 
major! ty of his organ chorales. It was also common among 
his contemporaries. Cf. Buxtehude's versions of the 1'1fth 
and sixth (or third and fourth) lines of Ein feste Burg with 
the (less extensive) versions by Hanff: 
2) J. Hedar, Dietrich Buxtehudes Or!elwerke; zur Gesehichte 
des norddeutschen Or~estlls (195 ) • For a review by w. 
Apel see Journal of the American Musicological Society, 
Vol. V (1952), no. 2, P• 137. 
3) Listed 1n Hadar's tabulation (ibid, p. 291) under the 
more general heading "C. r. in ""'"'CI'er Oberstimme." Those 
organ chorales which do not belong to the category of 
chorale ornamentation will be properly identified in 
the course of this chapter. 
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2 phr~es of c r.mel. 
* * 
Chorale ornament!fion (B~tehude) EB3-
trfji IJjfJl J. JII 0 f.J 00 lhW 11 Ia 
flJfft I J. Ei I ttfJ Et£f EJ I r 
Or compare Buxtehude's version of the penultimate line or 
Es 1st das He11 with that ot his pupil Er1ch:4 
th (4th) phrase chor.mel • 
. 
* ·* 
~rele ornamentation (Buxt~e) 
bJ,j til I rtf a1 Etl til@Jj JJJ I J tfflJ It 
4> The example by Erich bas been transposed from the kq ot D. 
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tation, motet, and f'ugue (Onl'J' the first two lines Of the cho-
rale melody appear). The initial entry-group of the second 
movement is indicative or the idiosyncracy of the whole, the 
~irst line of the chorale melod'J' occuring in inversion: 
Chorale fantasia {H nff) ::a I f l 
• • -
-·· .... •• r -
-· 
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This movement by Hanft is indicative of the recondite 
approach of the North-Germans, as distinct from the South-Ger-
mans, who continued their tradition of "pointing out'' rather 
than "interpreting1115 chorale melodies. 
Johann Pachelbel (1653-1706) of Nuremberg was the most 
outstanding Middle-Ger.man composer of organ chorales between 
Scheidt and J. s. Bach. Pachelbel added appreciably to the 
two types or organ chorale which had risen to prominence 1n 
central Germany since the middle of the centurr; namely ~­
rale t'ugu.e am chorale cantua. 
15) G. Frotscher, Geschichte des Orgelspiels und der Orgelko.m-
position, vol. 1, p. 581. 
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The chorale ornamentations of Buxtehude, like those or 
his tmmediate mid-century predecessors, adhere structurally to 
motet-style. As a common procedure the ornamented version o~ 
each line of the chorale melOdy appears (in the soprano) as 
the final entry of an "entry-group." The preliminary entrances 
are admittedly often relegated to the character of Vorimitation 
and somet~es entirely lacking. But in the case of the first 
phrase of the chorale melody, if the imitative process is ap-
plied at all, it is applied in a manner distinctly suggestive 
or chorale motet, as in ~ommt her zu mir: !t phrase o:f chor. vwl. 
* ,."C J I J J r r I E!r J * 
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Signiricant is the ract that in certain cases (ex., Buxtehud~s 
Ach Herr, mich armen S"Under and Hanrr• s Ein reste Burg) the 
final entry is not actually ornamental. 
However, the practice or beginning chora1e ornamenta-
tions in motet-style appears to have been less normal with 
Buxtehude5 than with Hanrr. 6 At any rate, both composers 
orten have the ornamentation entering at the very outset. 
Following are the openings or Buxtehude's Gelobet seist du 
and Hanrr•s Aur meinen lieben Gott. (The preliminary rlour-
ishes are somewhat unusual in their avoidance of the initial 
note of the melody. ) 
~phrase of chor.mel. 
* ~J IJ J H I r r E 
* 
rChorale ornamentation (Buxtehude) 
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6
)) Exs., Kommt her zu mir, Lobt Gott, ihr Christen allzufleich. 
Exs., Ach Gott, vom Himmel sleh dareln, Helft mlr GOt is 
cmte pre!sen. 
Another of the most characteristic techniques o£ 
the North-German organ soho9l of the late 17th century was 
chorale fantasia, a technique prevalent from M. Praetorius 
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to F. Tunder. The organ chorales by Buxtehude in thia cate-
gory are: Ich dank dir schon durch deinen Solm., ~oh dank dir, 
lieber Herr, Ich ruf zu dir, Gelobet seist du (beg. d•}, ~ 
freut euch lieben Christen g'mein, Von Gott will ich nicht 
lassen (beg. e•), and the monumental Te deum laudamus.7 
Some insight into the variety and skill with which Bux-
tehude develops the various lines of a chorale melody in his 
chorale fantasias may be obtained trom the thorough-gping 
analyses provided by Hedar. 8 Suffice it to say here that the 
7) This chorale fantasia has £ive "movements," the first of 
which Is an Introductory "Praeludium" ( c£. Buxtehude • s 
chorale cantatas). 
8) J. Hedar, Dietrich Buxtebudes Orgelwerke, pp.262-289. 
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usual formal complexity is alleviated 1n two of the seven 
chorale fantasias by a demarcation of the different develop-
mental sections. In Ich dank dir schon durch deinen Sohn the 
tour sections are delineated by changes in time signature. Te 
-
deum laudamus (Herr Gott dich loben wir) is divided into sep-
arate movements, each devoted to a successive portion of the 
chorale melody. 
One of the most interesting means of fantasia employed 
by Buxtehude was sequence, a device cultivated much earlier 
by Scheidt in the episodes of his famous Ich rut• zu dir and 
of various movements in comparable loose-knit motet-style. In 
Nun freut euch, lieben Christen, gtmein, the following two-
measure pattern occurs lli t 'imes in success ion I (The lower 
motive, indicated by arrows is an abbreviated for.m of the 
second phrase of the chorale melody.) 
* * 
In Gelobet seist du an unusually long pattern (four measures) 
is used as a basis for sequence. (The pedal is a segmented 
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version or the second phrase of the Chorale melody.) 
nd phrase or chor. mel. 
* * 
Chorale fantasia (Buxtehude) 
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As regards the various techniques which enter inciden-
tally into these chorale fantasias mention should be made first 
of all of the unusual inclination toward chorale h~onizatian 
which appears at the opening of Ich dank dir, lieber Herre: 
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arm. in a c. fant. (Buxtehude) 
-.. 
On the other hand, rather characteristic is the aux-
iliary use of chorale cantua. Ich ruf'' zu dir opens with 
cantus-firmus treatment of the first two phrases of the chor-
ale melody: 
(_&. cant us in a c. fantasia {Buxtehude) 
I 
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In the final developmental section (Allegro moderato) of the 
chorale fantasia Nun Komm der Heiden Heiland by Bruhns (pupil 
ofBuxtehude) the final phrase of the chorale melody is used 
repeatedly as a cantus firmus: 
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Buxtehude used the technique of cantus fir.mus freely, 
especially as the basis for movements of chorale variation 
(see following discussion thereof}. However, the chorale can-
~ as a one-movement composition was rare and perhaps spur-
ious in Buxtehude's case. There are only two such organ 
chorales to be considered, Jesus Christus, unser Heiland 
(cantus fir.mus in soprano) and Erhalt uns Herr bei deinem Wort 
9 10 (cantus firmus in bass). Hedar (after Dietrich) suggests 
that the former (which bears more of an appearance of chorale 
cantus than the latter} may, like other pieces in the L~neburg 
MSS, have been detached from a chorale variation. This con-
jecture may be justifiable also with regard to the chorale 
cant! of the onetime pupil of Sweelinck, D. Strungk (ex., 
Meine Seele erhebet). At any rate, the fact remains that the 
independent chorale cantus was a Middle-German, not a North-
German, characteristic. 
Chorale variation, already favored by Weckmann, was 
also cultivated by Buxtehude, who left eight organ chorales of 
this type: Wie sch~n leuchtet der Morgenstern, Danket dem Herrn, 
Vater unser 1m H~elreich, Aeh Gott und Herr, Nun lob mein 
11 Seel (three so entitled}, and Auf meinen lieben (a suite). 
9) J. Hedar, Dietrich Buxtehudes Or~elwerke, p. 292. 
10) F. Dietrich, Geschlchte des Deu schen Orgelchorales, vol. 
1, p. 42. 
11) The two pub. by Spitta (Buxtebudes Orgelcompositionen, ed. 
1876-88, part I, pp. 35-47) arid a third described by Hedar 
as an "Echovariation'1 (Dietrich Buxtebndes Orgelwerke, P• 
248) • . 
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The techniques which Buxtehude used most commonly far his cho-
rale variations were chorale cantua and chorale ornamentation 
(cf. Sweelinck and M. Praetorius). In the two settings of~ 
lob mein Seel published by Spitta all movements (3 and 4 respec-
tively) contain the chorale melody as a cantua fir.mus; on the 
other hand, in the historically unique chorale variation-suite 
12 Auf meinen lieben Gott all mov~ents are chorale ornamenta-
tiona. A compromise prevails in Ach Gott und Herr, which con-
sists of two movements, a chorale cantua and a chorale ornamen-
tat ion. 
Considering the importance of chorale fantasia among 
the North-Germans, it is not surprising to find this technique 
used occasionally for a movement of a chorale variation. Bux-
tehude's Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenstern consists of a cho-
rale cantus13 and a chorale fantasia, the two movements being 
divided by a 12/8 time signature.14 Of particular interest is 
Hanft's Erbarm dich mein; the first movement is clearly chorale 
ornamentation, but the second movement is peculiarly hybrid, 
involving the techniques of fantasia, cantua firmus, ornamen-
12) 
13) 
14) 
Not uncommon in 17th-century keyboard music was the appli-
cation o:f the principle of the suite (series of dance move-
ments) to variation for.m. However, the use of a chorale 
melody as the basic theme in such an enterprise was prac-
tically unknown. 
An interesting feature of the cantus-firmus movement is fthe 
toccata-like accompaniment to lines 7 and 8 <4 and 5). 
Hedar (Dietrich Buxtehudes Orgelwerke, P• 270) classifies 
this composition as a chorale fantasia instead of a chorale 
variation. (The technique o? fantasia enters into the lat-
ter part of the first movement as well as into the second 
movement.) 
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At the same time, Pachelbel sometimes produced a 
unique combination-form by allowing the latter technique to 
follow t h e former uninterruptedly, "der VerKnbpfung einer 
1.6 Choral.fuge mit einer angebangten Cantua firmus-Bearbeitung." 
This novel form - chorale fugue-and-cantua - is most readiq 
comprehensible in the light of the contemporary Bach brothers, 
J. Christoph (1642-1703 r7 and J. Michael (1648-1694)~ 
Pachelbel was yet an apprentice when J. Christoph Bach's 
44 Cho~ile zum PrY-ambulieren appeared. This collection rep-
resents the first consistent cultivation of chorale fUgue. 
The organ chorales contained therein are based for the most 
part on just the first few lines of the chorale melody. (cr. 
the sporadic attempts of Ahl~ and Kinder.mann.) They are con-
structed basically in two sections: (1) an entry-series based 
on the first phrase of the chorale melody, followed by (2) a 
dominant pedal point over which are references to the first 
as well as following phrases (usually only the second) of the 
chorale melody. The latter section contains such established 
Middle-German practices as combining two different lines of 
tm chorale melody (ex., Aus meines Herzens Grunde): 
16) 
17) 
... 
18) 
F. Dietrich, Geschichte des Deutschen Orgelchorales, vol. 
1, P• 10. 
Second cousin to J. S.Bach, - as distinct from the latte~s 
brother of the same name (a pupil of Paehelbel) • 
The daughter of J. Michael, Maria Barbara, became the first 
wife of J. s.Bach (to whom she was a second cousin once re-
moved). 
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~Y1rst 2 phrases of chor. mel. 
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and combining inverted and uninverted forma of the initial 
phrase (ex., In dich hab ich gehoffet): 
Chorale tuku~ Christoph Bach) 
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With their imitative presentation of varying numbers 
ot lines of the chorale melody, f'ran all to only one or two, 
these organ chorales by J. Christoph Bach for.m19 (as both 
19) Por an outline of varieties see Geschiehte des Orgelspiels 
und der Orgelkompoaition, vol. 1, pp. 581-582. 
20 21 . 
Frotscl:B r and Dietrich point out} the "transition" .from 
22 . 
the chorale motet-.fantasias of Able to the established 
chorale fUgue of Pachelbel. And Pachelbel's chorale .fugue-
and-cantua appears therefore to involve the substitution of 
chorale cantus .for the pedal point used by J. Christoph Bach. 
It is perhaps no coincident that many of Pachelbel's pieces 
end with a .fairly lengthy tonic pedal. 
On the other hand, in J. Michael Bach is seen the 
other aspect o.f the Pachelbel dichotomy: Chorale cantus. 23 
It appears that this aspect was more solidly accepted by 
Pachelbel, inasmuch as the cantus-firmus portion in his 
organ chorales is always the stable one, whereas the pre-
cantus-firmu~ portion appears in various stages of devel- · 
opment .from Vor~itation to full-blown fugue. Indeed, in 
20) 
21) 
22) 
23) 
Ibid.' p. 64. 
F• DietriCh, Geschichte des DeutsChen Orgelohorales, vol. 
1, p. 76. 
Whereas the gradual reduction of the chorale motet-fan-
tasia of Schei_dt resulted in chorale fUgue, tm expan-
sion of this type resulted in· pieces approaching the 
North-German chorale fantasia., ex., Gelobet seist du 
by Beinrich Michael Keller (lb38-1710). 
J. ·llichael did not "limit himself" to chorale cant!. 
Ex., Wenn mein Sttindlein vorhanden ist is a solidly 
· contrapuntal expanded chorale motet Oieginning in the 
manner of Chorale fugue but eventually representing 
all lines of the phrase imitatively). This composer 
also left an interesting chorale variation (Wenn wir 
in ht5cb.sten Jmten sein) in which the · first and last 
movement·s are chorale ol'namentations. On the Whole 
the contrapuntal artistii ot J. iichael stands in con-
trast to the plodding parallel thirds and sixths of 
his older brother. 
many o~ the organ chorales of J. Jlichael Bach, the cantua 
appears as the final entry or a ~gal exposition in which 
the previous entries are or shorter note-val.ues (ex., quar-
24 ter notes). 
Stylistic relationships between Pachelbel and the 
Bachs are strikingly evident in the case or the chorale 
rugue. For the influence or J. Christoph on Padlelbel 
ct. passages from their In dich hab' ich gehotret: 
st phrase of chor. mel. 
* * 
()jhorale fup:ue ( J. Christoph Bach) 
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24> For the ultimate derivation of Pachelbel•s method tram 
organ ~s in Scheidt's Tabulatura Nova see F. Dietrich, 
Geschichte des neutschen Orgeichor81es, vol. 1, p. 10. 
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or the following entries from Wenn wir in h~chsten Neten 
se1n: 
-
~ phrase of chor, mek, 
* llJ J fll r r J. 11 J * 
.Q_horale fugue .r. Christoph Bach 
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J. Michael Bach and Pachelbel begin their organ cho-
rales In dich hab' ich gehoffet almost 1de~t1cally: 25 
D Chorale fu~ue \.f. Michael Bach) 
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Pachelbel sometimes creates an original fUgue subject 
by applying Coloristic ornamentation to the initial phrase or 
the chorale melody, as in the case of Allein Gott in der B8he: 
J(i:;_rhrase of cho~~el. 
* ~ulr r r JW.d * 
Ornamented fu~ue subject (Pachelbel) o·~ - - ~.~ 
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25) The ex~ple by J. Michael Bach has been transposed rrom 
the key of G. 
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cr. the construction of the subject of the chorale fUgue 
Gelobet seist du by Johann Friedrich Alberti (1642-1710): 
~at phrase of chgr.mel. 
* 'i-J IJ J J ~ lr r ~ * 
Ornamented fugue sub~t l berti) 
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(The motive also appears unornamented, however.) 
For the use of characteristic countersubjects (as 
well as for rhythmic vitality) Alberti holds a unique place 
among his contemporaries in the art of chorale fUgue. Fol-
lowing is the beginning of Herzlich 11eb hab ich dioh: 
Chorale f ue (Alberti) 
In the r1nal entry the subject and countersubjeot appear in-
verted in the inner voicess 
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ountersubjeot in d uble opt. at 8ve 
In the application of chorale cantua Pachelbel shows 
man~ stailaritiea to contemporary composers. Por example. 
aote th!J use of the same harmonic scheme by Pachelbel and 
Priedrich Wilhelm Zachau (or Zachow) (1663-1712) in the treat-
aent of the end or the aeoond phrase of Yam H1mael hooh: l phrase of chor. ..,. 
* ~ •~c r lr J J fl Jl J * 
cantua 
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ct. also the contrapuntal settings of the end of the penul-
timate line of Herr Christ, der ein•ge Gottessohn by Pachelbel 
and Christian Friedrich Witte (ca. 1660-1716): 
(4th) phrase of hor .mel_. 
* * 
~aChorale cantua (Witte) 
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In the placement of. the cantus firmus Pachelbel alao 
adhered to contemporary procedure. The chorale melody prac-
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tically always appeared in an outer voice ex. 
' ' 
soprano or 
or nedal. Nun lob mein' Seel' was a rare exception: 
s~ phrase or cnor.~l. 
* * 
Chorale cantua (Pachelbel) 
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As illustrations of the quasi-chordal chorale cantus 
used occasionally by Pachelbel, 26 cf. the treatments of phrase 
7 (appearing in soprano part) from his two arrangements of 
Allein zu dir: 
26) This manner of chorale cantua appeared not only in 
Pachelbel's or~an chorales but also in his chorale 
cantatas. 
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Chorale canon, a technique which had been ignored 
since the time of Steigleder (1627) and Staden (1628), was 
momentarily revived by Pachelbel's contemporary Andrea• Arms-
dorff (1670-1699). In Allein Gott in der ~~ canon prevail• 
throughout between treble and p~al, though only literally in 
the case of line 5 (3): 
Chorale canon (Armsdorff) ,,.. . 
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Among the followers or Pachelbel in the composition 
of organ chorales were Johann Kubnau (1660-1722), Johann Hein-
rich Buttstedt (1666-1727), Johann Christian Schiefterdecker 
(1679-1732), 27 Andreas Nicolaus Vetter (1666-1734), Johann 
Krieger (1652-1735), 28 and Georg Friedrich Kauff'mann (1679-
17 35). As such, Kuhnau was by tar the le ast important, where-
as Buttstedt, Kauffmann, and Vetter were direct proteges or 
Pachelbel. 
Noteworthy is Kuhnau' s use of chorale melody in the 
Biblical Sonatas. The second, for example, corttains Aus tiefer 
27) Schiefferdecker became Buxtehude's successor at Lftbeck. 
28) Brother to the more illustrious Johann Philipp Krieger. 
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Bot schrei' ich zu dir as a cantua firmus in portrayal of 
the trembling of the Israelites. Howeve~ this composer con-
tributed little to music specifically for organ. or his two 
published organ chorales, Ach Herr, mich armen SUnder and Auf 
-
meinen lieben Gott (Choralvorapiele alter Meister, ed. by K. 
Straube, p. 94 ff.), the former is a chorale melodization, 
the latter an expanded ehorale motet with canonic entry-series. 
The influence of Pachelbel upon Buttatedt in oantus-
firmus treatment is evident in the similarity or the follow-
ing settings third phrase of Wie soh~ leuehtet der 
Morgenstern: 
* 
el. 
Chorale oantus (Bachelbel) 
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As regards chorale fUgue, cf. the following bass en-
tries29 in the tughettas Nun Komm, der Heiden Heiland by 
Pachelbel, Vetter, and Krieger: 
luhrase of c~or. ~1. 
* ¥-a J J J J 1 n J =a * 
()Chorale fugue (Pachelbel) 
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29) In the caae of Vetter and Krieger the entries are 1n the 
pedal. The example by Pachelbel haa been transposed trc:a 
the key of e minor, and the note values in the example b7 
Krieger have been reduced by half. 
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The little tughettas of J. Krieger show interesting 
reflections of both Pachelbel and J. Christoph Bach. Bote 
the similarity of the opening of Krieger's Vater unser 1m 
H1mmelreich to that of Pacbelbel: 
Choral!..f).IJiue ~iegerl 1 .J_ 1 4: ..J. t l~'r~d' ~ r 1 r-r rr I f· k i1 r I r r ~ t ~ 1 E' ~ote values i t._.r.t . ! 
Ct. also the opening of Krieger's fUghetta Mit Fried und 
Freud with that of J. Christoph Bach: 
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The chorale fugues of Krieger lack the loose-limbed 
pedal-point sections which dangle rather inartisticall7 at the 
end of J. Christoph Bach's. In the afore-cited compositions, 
for example, after the fifth and last entr7 by the soprano J. 
Christoph tacks on fourteen extra measures, whereas Krieger 
concludes in the space of five measures and with convincing 
harmonic solidity. Contrast the two endings: 
Close of chorale fugue (J Christo~h BacAi ( 
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An uncommon example or Middle-German chorale variation 
is represented by Kauffmann's Nun Komm, der Heiden Heiland. 
The third variation is a chorale .fugue, and the remain1.ng 
movement• are chorale canti, --- with the exception of a final 
chorale harmonization (with figured bass indicating the inner 
voices). The latter represents an unusual influence or the 
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chorale cantata upon the organ chorale. As in the £inal move-
ments or the chorale cantatas or Buxtehude, the successive 
phrases are separated by short interludes: 
The followers ot Pachelbel failed to perpetrate hie 
particular dichotomous arrangement. Schiefterdecker•s Meine 
Seele erhebet den Herren may be considered an exception. Kore 
common was the conservative procedure of J. Michael Bach, as 
adopted, £or example, by Vetter. 
A significant though isolated parallel to Pachelbel•s 
Chorale tugue ~a.nd-cantus was the chorale tugue-and-ornamenta-
~ Allein Gott ir der Htrhe by Vetter. This organ chorale 
represents the logical climax to motet-like construction at 
the beginning or chorale ornamentations (cr. the North-Germans 
Hanft and Buxtehude), -- just as Pachelbel•s combination re-
presents the logical climax in fugal prefix ion to chorale 
ca:ntus. 
Bearer to J. s. Bach than any of the followers of Pach-
elbel was Georg~ (1661-1733), organist at LUheberg tro.a 
1698, and the outstandi~ perpetuator or the North-German school 
ot Buxtehude. However, Btrbm approached Bach ·by his very uni-
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versality, by his appropriation of Middle-German as well as 
North-German forms and styles. 
Exemplary in this respect is the chorale variation 
Auf meinen lieben Gott. For the first movement B~hm -- after 
Scheidt and Able -- used a chorale harmonization, thus di-
rectly anticipating the chorale partitas of Bach: 
Of the tour variations which follow, the first is 
mainly chorale ornamentation. However, a sizable fantasia 
section precedes the two final phrases of the chorale ·mel-
ody;30 and the ornamentation of the initial phrase (below) 
occurs only after a preliminary 5-measure flourish of 16th 
notes. 
Choral"" 
I •• 
I 
--
.. . -
- -·-_ ....... r-
:\ • 
I • - lL 
~\. /' 
r 
L -
30) cr. the fantasia treatment at the end of the first move-
ment (mainly chorale cantua) of Buxtehude's Wie schti'n 
leuchtet der Morgenstern. 
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The 2nd variation is a chorale rantaaia showing c1earl7 
an evolution rrom the loose-knit chorale motet or Scheidt. The 
tirst section of the movement consists ot two entrr-seriea, 
baaed reapectivel7 on the first two linea or the Chorale melod7: 
much after the manner ot Scheidt. Shown below is the beg1nntag 
ot the movement and also a sequential episode from the first 
entry-series. 
In contrast, the second section or the movement ("Un poco 
mosso") begins with fantasia treatment or the third line or 
the chorale melod7 (note uae of head-motive in opposition 
to complete statements in bass and aoprano)s 
~ase o~ chor~el, 
* s=F fr r r ffr r * 
and contains sequence or much fUller proportion:31 
+ v 
The 3rd variation is a chorale cantua and the fourth 
movement a conservative motet-like chorale rantasia. 
That Bonm32 stood midway between North-German and Mid-
dle-Ger.man trends is evident when one considers alongside his 
ef'f'orts in .tantasia such an orderly work as the chorale fugue 
31) 
32) 
cr. Buxtehude, ex., Gelobet seist du. 
As well as certain other composers, ex., Christian Ritter 
(ca. 1645-1725), Nikolaus Adam (son of Delphin) Strungk (1640-1700), am Gottf'ried Ernst P (B) estal (1654-1732) 
see G. Frostscher, Geschichte des Or~elsp1els und der Or-
gelkompos1tion, vol. 1, pp. 459 and 67. 
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Allein Gott in der ~on: A (slow), B (fast), A, B, Stretto, 
Close. Frotscmr doubtless bld in mind just such lucid torma 
when he stated (perhaps a little too categorically) that lfonm 
retrained fran "baroque-phantastische n33 ramblings. 
In Allein Gott BHbm -- atter Alberti -- uses a charac-
teristic countersubject in double counterpoint at the octave 
with the subject. The cauntersubject always occurs with the 
subject, either below it (as in the opening measures): 
r>. Chora e up.:ue 
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or above it: 
Countersubject in double cpt. at Sve. 
33) ~., p. 466. 
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The stretto section, though extr8mely meek, appears 
as an interesting ror.mal curlicue rram the standpoint or the 
usual Middle-German .chorale rugue: 
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Stretto 
ltom stood too near to the Middle-Germans to be much 
concerned with chorale ornamentation as an independent tech-
·nique, but in the development of chorale partita, chorale 
rantasia, and chorale f"ugue he was closer to J. S. Bach tbe.n 
any of the pupils ot Pachelbel. 
* * * * * 
EPILOGUE: 
THE CHORALBEARBEITUHGEN OF J. S. BACH ET ALII 
Unsurpassed in quantity and qua~ity were the organ 
chorales of Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750). The bulk 
of them (see Kirnberger collection) were youthful works 
composed prior to 1708. The maturer organ chorales ap-
pear in four major collections: 
(1) Das Orgelb~chlein, begun during the Wei-
mar period (1708-17) and finished during 
the C~then period (1717-23) 
(2) Clavierabung, part III, Leipzig, 1739 
(3) 18 ''Great" Preludes, Leipzig, ca. 1746 
<4> 6 SchUbler Chorales, Leipzig, ca. 1746 
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Also to be named is the unusual canonic chorale variation 
Vom Himmel hoch, Leipzig, 1746. 
Of the 45 organ chorales in the Orgelbttchlein by far 
the majority are chorale cant!. The remaim er are either 
chorale ornamentations or chorale canons, there being 6 of 
the latter. 
Part III of the Clavierftbung consists mostly of chor-
-----------=· ----
ale canti and chorale fugues, although there are also two 
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chorale canons. According to Ehricht, 1 this collection was 
probably intended as two different cycles, following not the 
Kass, but rather the Greater and Lesser· Catechisms. The 
Greater Cateehism contains (by virtue of key relationship) 
the larger organ chorales and also the prelude and the fugue 
(as first and last movements respectively). The Lesser 
Catechism contains the ranaining smaller organ chorales (in-
cluding two of the three compositions on Allein Gott in der 
HOh) and all four duets, the latter placed intermittently in 
accordance with their thematic relationship to the adjacent 
setttngs. 2 Ehricht recommends separate performance of the 
two cycles as just described, -- and in succession, if pos-
sible. 
The 18 "Great" Preludes are mostly chorale cant! and 
chorale ornrune~tat1ons,3 and the 6 ScMftbler Chorales consist 
of 5 chorale cant! and 1 dl orale ornamentation. 
Unique among the chorale variations of Bach is the 
late composition Vom Himmel hoch (1746), which consists of 
5 canonic variations. In the first 4 variations canon pre-
vails between two counter-pointing voices, the chorale mel-
2) 
3) 
56. 
unschul-
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ody itself appearing as cantus firmus in a third voice:4 a 
reflection of Matthias Weckmann's Es ist das Heil. The 5th 
variation is a real chorale canon, though with noteworthy 
peculiarities: the canon is based on inversion of the cho-
rale melody and occurs four different times (variation with-
in variation) at different intervals. Cf. the beginnings of 
each statement: 
4) A unifying factor is the relationship of the counterpoint-
ing voices to the chorale melody itself. 
Chorale canon in a choral~ variation (~. s. Bach) 
\' V L' altra 11urt" dl'l f~tnual' al ruvuc•lu 1 I) "ll" """'•', »> alia T"ra", 
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As in the chorale partita so in the chorale variation 
the predominant techniques used for the various movements were 
can tus firmus and o mamentat ion ( Cf. Buxtehude). Of the 3 ver-
ses of J. s. Bach's 0 Lamm Gottes, unschuldig, for example, 
the first is · a moderate chorale ornamentation,and the last 
two are chorale canti. Of the 17 (1) variations on Allein 
Gott in der HHh•, 10 are chorale cant1, 6 are chorale orna-
mentations,8 and 1 (no. 8) is a chorale rugue. For the final 
movement of a chorale variation Bach used in rare instances a 
chorale harmonization, ex., Ich hab' mein 1 Sachl (Cf. his 
cil orale cantatas.) 
Bach's use of ahorale fugue as a movement of a chorale 
variation was not novel. Kauffmann had also left a fugue as 
the central movement of his chorale variation Nun Komm, der 
Heiden Heiland. Tobias Volckmar (1678-1756), pupil of Krieger, 
composed a chorale variation -- Kyrie Gott Vater -- in which 
all three movements were fugues, the last two having as their 
subjects ornamented forms of the combined first and second 
phrases of the chorale melody (cf. Pachelbel and Alberti): 
8) The ornamentation used here is the age-old Coloristic 
16th-note succession of Scheidt, as distinct from the 
elaborate Pietistic embellishment generally associated 
with Buxtehude. 
rst 2 ~ases of chor. el. 
* * 
Chor&le variation (Volokmar) 
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There are three authenticated chorale partita s :by Bach: 
Christ, der du bist der helle Tag, 0 Gott, du frommer Gott, 
and Seigeg~sset, Jesu ~tig. These are all early works des-
cribed by Spitta as · "under the direct influence"4 of m5hm 
(Cf. Auf meinen lieben Gott). Among contemporary composers 
in this field were Johann Bernhard Bach (1676-1749)5 and his 
pupil Johann Gottfried Walther (1684-1748). 6 Of the five so-
called chorale variations by Walther which were not merely 
the result of accumulated setti~gs7 only one (Jesu meine 
Freude, 1713) is actually a chorale partita (see footnote 3). 
The techniques used most commonly for the "variations" 
(post-primary movements) of a chorale partita were cantua 
firmus and ornamentation. Consider J. B. Bach's Du Friede-
~rst, Herr Jesu Christ: 
~) P. Spitta, Johann Sebastian Bach (trans.), vol. 1, p. 211. 5) J. Bernhard Bach was a first cousin to the Bach brothers, 
J. Christoph and J. Michael and a second cousin to J. s. 
Bach. J. Bernhard resembled J. Michael in the composition 
of fUgally introduced chorale canti. See Karl Geiringer, 
The Artistic Interrelationships of the Bacha, in The Musi-
cal Quarterly, voi. XXXVI (19$0), p. 363 ff. 
6) Walther, a relative and friend of J. s. Bach, was the lat-
ter's only peer in Orgelchoralbearbeitu~. 288 organ cho-
rales by Walther are preserved, of whlc 3 are incomplete. 
A master.ful organ composer in his own right,"the second 
Pachelbel" shows few direct similarities to Bach, toward 
whom he seems to have acquired a professional jealousy. 
Although Walther's contrapuntal ingenuity is phenomenal, 
his eruditeness has been criticized by Spitta as "a sword 
that cuts both ways." 
7) See o. Brodde, J. G. Walther, p. 48. 
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The chorale fUgue with its alternating entry-groups 
and episodes ( "ri tornelli '' ) was lB nded down to J. Sebastian 
by Middle-Germans reaching back to J. Christoph. The pres-
ence or a distinctive countertheme, orten rormulated tram 
the second line of the chorale melody, was part of this heri-
tage. cr. the following openings or organ chorales on the 
melody Christ lag in Todesbanden: 10 
10) 
~rst 2 phrases o~ chor. mel. _ 
~ r !!If c:rrt1r r r r Etr r EJI.t1 J Jt 
It must be admitted that the chorale tu~e by J. s. Bach, 
Which is classified as uncertain in the ach-Gesellschart 
edition, is rendered the more doubtfUl by the fact it is 
the same as Pachelbel' s except for minor alterations · 
(chiefly the insertion or an extra measure at the begin-
ning of the second ending}. 
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The increase in the amount of attention which was ac-
corded to such countertbemes during the 18th century is ex-
emplified in the splendid chorale fUgue Christ ist erstanden 
by the South-German Johann Kaspar Ferdinand Fischer (1650-
1746?). In its original form the countertheme appears below 
the answer as follows: 
!First ~phra,...s of ch~r. mel. j 
* cl I J F r r IJ J n I fJ J £J J I * 
The first four notes of the countertheme outline the descent 
of the second line of the chorale melod7, and the remaining 
notes ascend stepwise. These two melodic ideas permeate the 
. entire composition. Note, for ex~ple, how the descending 
motive is woven below the following subject entry: 
Chorale fu~ue (J K F Fischer) • • • 
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-In the case of Walther and J. s. Bach the derived 
cauntermelody is used as a characteristic countersubject 
appearing consistently above or below the subject, -- a£ter 
the manner o.f Bb"bm. 11 In the chorale fugue Herr Jesu Christ, 
du ~chstes Gut by Walther, the cauntersubject is actually 
12 the second line of the chorale melody and is in double 
counterpoint at the octave with the subject. On the other 
hand, traditionally the first and second lines of the cho-
rale melody were combined only as an incident in the course 
of the tugue. As examples cf. the following excerpts from 
Christ lag 1n Todesbanden by Buttstedt13 and Velckmar re-
spectively. 
11) 
12) 
13) 
Ex., Allain Gott in der Htth•. 
"Where It is possible to use two lines of a chorale in 
close combination, he (Walther) knows how to discover it:" 
P. Spitta, Johann Sebastian Bach (trans.), vol. 1, p. 384. 
Buttstedt was Pachelbel•s pupil and Walther's teaCher. 
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In Bach's Chriatum wir sollen loben schon a character-
istic countersubject grows out of the closing motive of the 
first phrase of the chorale melody. Shown below are the two 
final entrances of the subject, with the counteraubject appear-
ing first above it (top voice) and then below it (bottom voice). 
(In the penultimate entrance note the relationship of the inner 
voice to the second phrase of the chorale melody.) Et phrase o:f chor • . me~, · 
* ~fliJ JJ U)J JJ I~ * 
{ J'. S. Bach) 
.. _ 
I 
In chorale tugues as in_other types of organ chorales 
the stylistic influence of B~ upon J. s. Bach ia apparent. 
cr. a countermelody used by Bach in Allein Gott in der H8ht 
with the characteristic counteraubject used by BOhm in the 
chorale fugue on the s~e melody: 
fj phraseft: ohor.w. 
* ~ttlr r :~:: r 1 r rr * 
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Although Bach rarely paid tribute to the dichotomous 
form or Pachelbel (of. their organ chorales on Christ lag in 
Todesbanden), evidences of the latter's influence in other 
respects is easily discernible. A case in point is episodic 
suspension series. cr. the following excerpts from the ~­
rale fugues Treuer Gott, ich muss dir Klagen: 
Chorale fu ue (Bach lbel) 172 
At the s~e time, the greater artistic detail of Bach is 
obvious. cr. the following entries from the chorale fugues 
Nun Komm, der Heiden Heiland: 
£let phrase ot cho~ mel, *~iii J JJ J IFl J d * 
Chorale fugue (Pachelbel) 
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Only 6 of the 45 organ chorales in Bach's Orgelbttch-
lein are chorale canons. Nevertheless, this quantity is ap-
preciable considering the fact that, with certain exceptions 
(ex., Armsdorff), organist-composers of the second half of 
the 17th century completely ignored this technique. Even 
Walther, Bach's contemporary, left very few chorale canons, 
although there is no doubt that Walther influenced Bach at 
Weimar while the Orgelbftchlein was in process. Cf. their 
canons on the first phrase of Ach Gott und Herr: 
~~phrase of c~r.mel. 
* ~ c-t:J J J . J . - . * 
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Although Bttbm was not occupied with chorale canon 
as suCh, his tendencies in this direction, especially in 
connection with chorale fantasia are noteworthy.14 cr. the 
beginning of the fourth and final variation of Auf meinen 
lieben Gott with the beginning of Bach's chorale canon on 
the same melody: 
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14> See also BuxtehUde's Ich dank dirschon. 
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It is hardly surprimng that Dietrich, in his article 
on the organ chorales o~ Bach,15 devotes individual sections 
to: (1 ) "Die Choralfuge" and ( 2) "Die Choralparti ten und 
das Orgelb\ichlein._11 The ~act is that chorale tu.gue, chor-
ale variation, and chorale canon are the three techniques 
most representative o~ Bach's Orgelchoralbearbeitung. But 
Bach was overwhelmingly versatile in this art and embraced 
every known method. Chorale ornamentation and chorale can-
~ have already been cited as traditionally the most im-
. 16 
portant methods used in chorale variation. He also com-
posed numerous individual organ chorales employing these 
techniques (see major collections). Occasionally he even 
reverted to expanded chorale motet (ex., Komm, heiliger 
Geist). 
In the composition of chorale fantasias Bach was not as 
~ertile as generally supposed, however. Many o~ his organ chor-
ales so entitled are nothing more or less than chorale canti. 
Apparently he was not especially attr'aoted to the recondite and 
15) 
lichen Wurzeln, in Bach Jahrbuch, 
1-89. . . 
16) Cf. the "24 Variierten Chorile" (1736) by the contemporary 
Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767): 24 chorale variations, 
each consisting of two movements in which the chorale ael-
ody is used as a cantus f~r.mus. 
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sprawling fantasia of Buxtehude17 and (his pupil) Vincent 
Lubeck {1654-1740).18 
The individual chorale harmonizations appearing in 
close score in the Bach-Gesellschaft edition and commonly 
known through editions by Riemenschneider, Breitkopf & 
H!rtel, etc., are of uncertain origin. The fact that many 
of these harmonizations remain only with outer voices and 
figured bass seems to suggest that they were "more instru-
mental than vocal nl9 in cone eption. Certainly so interpre-
ted must be those chorale harmonizations containing cadenza-
like flourishes between each phrase. This practice, exem-
plified below in the opening of ·Allain Gott in der ~h•, 
was common in organ works of the time (ex., final movements 
of chorale variations by Kaufmann). 
17) 
18) 
19) 
"It is hardly fair to compare the chorale preludes of 
Bach with those of Buxtehude, despite the fact that 
Buxtehude's influence is often evident. Bach lived in 
a Chorale atmosphere; and ~ is quite generally agreed, 
he was at his very best when treating the chorale. He 
let it be the dominating force ••• With Buxtehude the 
situation was quite different ••• He permitted his fan-
tasy to take flight into distant and strange regions, 
far removed from the fount:" Walter E. Buszin, Dietrich 
Buxtehude, in The Musical Quarterly, vol. 23 (1937), P• 
481. ' 
Ex., Nun lasst una Gott, dem Herren (6 verses in 3 movs.; 
verse 4 equal mov. 2). 
Richard G. Appel, The Bach Chorale (an abstract), in 
Journal of the American Musicological Society, vol. IV 
(1951), no. 1, p. 62. 
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Chorale harmonization (J. s. Bach 
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On the other hand, it is not unlikely that some o~ 
the chorale harmonizations by Bach as well as Scheidt 
(G5rlitzer Tabulaturbuch) may have been designed to some 
extent for accompanied congregational singing. 
For comparisons of Baeh•s different harmonizations 
of the same melody, including those appearing in his vocal 
works, see J. s. Bach: 263 Settings of 73 Chorale Melodies, 
prepared by Mary Phillips Webster at Cambridge, Mass., 
1942. 
* * * * ... 
Among the estimated 29520 church cantatas o~ BaQh, 
only 206 are extant. 0~ these, 184 are chorale cantatas21 
• 
L. 
in the sense that they contain at least one stanza o~ a Luth-
eran chorale (poem) with its traditionally associated Qhora1e 
20) S ("year books") times S9 (liturgical occasions per annum). 
21) For a list of the 22 which are not chorale cantatas aee 
c. s. Terry, Bach's Chorals, vol. 2, p. 26. 
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melody.22 Certain of the 184 are "distinguished preeminently" 
as chorale cantatas by virtue of the fact that the chorale 
melody is stated in both the first movement23 and the last 
movement. The 54 chorale cantatas with this "post-ani -lintel" 
framework24 .date from Bach's later periods (Weimar and Leip-
zig) when chorale melody became the central element of his 
musical expression. 25 However, chorale cantatas in the wider 
sense occupied Bach throughout practically his entire creative 
career, from Denn du wirst meine Seele (Arnstadt, 1704)26 to 
Du FriedefUrst, Herr Jesu Christ (Leipzig, 1744>· 
Terry's tabulation27 readily suggests the diverse types 
of movements into which Bach has woven chorale melody (in 
whole or in part): solo arias and recitatives, duets, dialog-
22) 
23) 
24) 
25) 
26) 
27) 
The texts of Bach's chorale cantatas were generally com-
binations of: (1) .. Lutheran poetry (literal or paraphrased}, 
(2) Bible texts (ex., Psalms), and (3) free lyrics, known 
as madrigalian sections (provided by special librettists 
such as Salamo Franck and Erdmann Neumeister). (Such ad-
mixture was already evident in the texts of Bach's pre-
decessors.) Chorale melody~ always usad ·where the text 
is taken literally from a Lutheran poem; it is also some-
times used to suggest a Lutheran text not present. 
Not counting the introductory Sinfonias, which, like those 
of Tunder and Buxtehude, contain mere suggestions of the 
chorale melody (ex., the initial phrase). 
For a list see C.S.Terry, Bach•s Chorals, vol. 2, p. 27 ff. 
More concentrated use of chOrale melody was atte~ by 
greater adherence to original hymn-texts. · · 
Which contains the 4th stanza of tbe Lutheran poem Wenn 
mein Stundlein vorhanden ist by Nikolaus Hermann. 
See C.S.Terry J. S. Bach: Cantata Texts Sacred and Secu-
lar, pp. 644-b53. Different letters represent different 
types of movffinents, and letters in bold-faced type indi-
cate movements in which chorale melody is used. Notwith-
standing certain errors -- which may be politely deemed 
typographical -- Terry is to be commended for his recog-
nition of remote instances of Choralbearbeitung. 
uea, trios, choruses, etc. Investigation also reveals that 
in the chorale cantata Bach embraced eveey known technique 
of Choralbearbeitung with the exception of chorale fUgue, 
Which from its inception was the province of organ music.28 
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Ulll.ike Tunder and Buxtehude, Bach left only a single 
cantata bearing semblance of chorale variation; namei7 Christ 
lag in Todesbanden. 29 This cantata consists of a short Sin-
fonia, followed by seven stanzas, in each of which the entire 
chorale melody is represented. The movements are arranged in 
the usual chiastic form, i.e., radiating similarly from the 
center: (1) chorus, (2) duet, (3) single solo voice, (4) 4 
solo voices, (5) single solo voice, (6) duet, (7) chorus. 
The diversity of techniques used therein is worth noting: 
(1) Chorale cantua, (2) chorale fantasia, (3) chorale cantua, 
C4) chorale cantua, (5) chorale fantasia, (6) Chorale fanta-
!!!' (7) chorale har-monization. 
Of the 54 cantatas Whose terminal movements contain 
the entire chorale melody, Christ lag is representative in 
the sense that the first movement is a chorale cantua and 
the last a chorale harmonization. Chorale cantua is found 
frequently in the cantatas of Bach £or both internal and 
initial movements. 30 The technic was well established in 
28) 
29) 
30) 
Vocal compositions in which £ugue is prevalent (ex., the 
B Minor Kass) are void of chorale melody. 
Begun In Weimar and completed at Leipzig. 
Fbr an exceptional use of chorale cantua elsewhere in 
Bach's vocal music seem. 300ft. (0 L&mm Gottes un-
schuldig) in the opening movement or his St. Matthew 
Passion. 
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chorale cantatas by previous canposers. In Bin teste Burg)l 
by Johann Philipp Xrieger (1649-1725) all verses are chorale 
cant!. Following is the beginning of verse 3, which contains 
the chorale melody in the bass and continuo: 
'"\lhorale cant us (J. P. Kriege~ 
i/11-
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31) This cantata is well integrated by the fact that the 
first ritornello-and-verse is the same as the last 
ritornello-and-verse, except for certain interchanges 
of parts in the verses. 
Chorale harmonization is the most common technique 
found in Bach•s vocal music. It is used consistent1y in 
normal and "extended" forms for the final movements of 
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chora1e cantatas. This usage was also round mnong Baoh•s 
immediate predecessors. Especially noteworthy is the "post-
and-1inte1" Chorale cantata Wie sCh~n leuchtet der Morgen-
~Y t~h~a~ 
stern/fwhich opens with a large chorale chorus and ends with 
a s~ple ~hordal setting. Chorale harmonization also ac-
counts for a large proportion of the movements in Bach•s 
passions and oratorios. (See also J. Kuhna.•s St. Matthew 
Passion, 1721.) 
The fantasia movements in Christ lag and other chor-
ale cantatas by Bach show melodic segmentation and peregri-
nation similar to Buxtehude's, although unlike the latter 
Bach never concerned b±mself with the persistent develop-
ment or just the initial motive or the chorale melody. Per-
haps the most remarkab1e instance of chorale fantasia in 
all or Bach•s vocal composition is the fifth movement of 
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the motet Jesu meine Freud.e. 32 The chorale melody, worked out 
completely in the course of the two upper voices (sopranos I 
& II) of the five-part chorus, is carefully disguised through 
melodic segmentation and homogeneity or texture. Following is 
the beginning of the first soprano part, which reveals the 
.first three phrases of the chorale melody: 
~First 3 phrases or chor. mo;W-. ... 
* &W J J J I J j I r r trtr IF •t I r r r ~I" t 
* 
The ''repetition" of the first three phrases of the 
chorale melody (note repeat sign) begins already in the next 
measure in soprano II: 
32) The · so-called "motets" or Bach are actually comparable 
to his cantatas and bear virtually no relationship to the 
motets or the 16th century, or to the imitative technique 
associated with this ter.m. Hence, to describe Jesu meine 
Freude, for example, as a chorale motet would be highly 
Indiscreet. 
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The second phrase reappears later in soprano ~= 
And the third phrase is represented in the same voice: 
soprano I) 
rer R&&.h', 
Eventually the fourth and fifth phrases appear, represented 
successively in sopranos II and I: 
4th & 5th phr ses of chor. mel~ 
* * 
The 6th and final phrase occurs in soprano I: 
~h phrase of chr:.mel. 
* rfllfl;~ _ 1 * 
~~see 6 (soprano I) · ~J it t, ~ lr l r jJ ... P a Q liJ 163 ~ 
""·" 0 ~ 6lC l\Oei\ so .,"""* . - - - - - - -I 
In the last two of the three remaining measures or the campo-
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sition sonrano I restates the initial nhrase of the chorale 
melody . 
'l'his movement by Bach renresents one of the most ar-
tistic achievements of subtlety in the whole history of vo-
cal Choralbearbeitung. It stands anart from Bach's usual 
efforts in vocal chorale fantaRia, nor can it be comnared 
to anything in the chorale cantatas of Buxtehude, who in 
the presentation of an entire chorale melody was hardly ever 
so recondite. 
The technique of chorale motet is used for the first 
movements of many cantatas. In the long initial entry-
series of the cantata Ein' feste Burg the second nhrase of 
the chorale melody is combined with the first as counter-
subject to answer: a reverberation of chorale fugue.33 
. ~rst 2 phrases ?.r char. mel. 
* r lr r n r IEJ J J r lr r J J ltn j 
* 
33) Note also the subsidiary use of melodic fantasia. 
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The firmly established North-German technique of chorale 
ornamentation was not overlooked by Bach in cantata composition. 
Of. his treatments of the chorale melody Ein' teste Burg 1st 
unser Gott in the prelude and the cantata (2nd movement): 
First 2 phre.ses of chor. mel. 
~ r.\ 1':\ 
* Atir 1 r r n r 1 o r _1 r 1 r r J J 1 i?J l i ~• * 
!7ffil~5'g~'f}j~!JJ n•~lj FJ 1J 1:3 ~ ~t=f!iJ i~ (lt;i ~ :lj~ ._ II @0 j(i 
m.'t 
§ijd~fjt? tr! f¥[fff1trtr fin t r t!j ~ 1 
wi.w- '"~ "?" NU ~,. • i.o . • ~ 
Whereas in the OrgelbUchlein chorale canon is applied 
in a strict manner, it is used more or less sporadically in 
the cantatas. That is, although the voices may begin each 
successive phrase canonically, they are consistent!~ led astray 
by aesthetic considerations. Following is the presentation of 
the first phrase of the chorale melody Wie sch~n leuchtet der 
Morgenstern from the third movement of the cantata Wer da 
g1aubet und getauft wirdl 
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l.W Chorale canon (J S Bach) • • 
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Althougn there is no doubt as to the dramatic in£lu-
ence of Buxtehude upon Bach, the latter's chorale cantatas 
were by contrast divided into independent and sizable move-
ments revealing a diversity in Choralbearbeitung unknown 
s !nee the Musae Sioniae (160.5-10) of M. Praetorius. None 
of Baoh•s contemporaries equalled him in the composition 
of chorale cantatas. Mention should be made, however, of 
two important figures in the field; namely, Georg Philipp 
Telemann · (1681-1767) and Christoph Graupner (1683-1760). 
Graupner wr~e over 1400 sacred cantatasl 34 
* * * * * 
34) FOr chronological and alphabetical lists see F. Noack, 
Christoph Graupner (Beihefte zu den DDT I), pp. 36-87. 
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In his organ chorales and chorale cantatas J. s. Bach 
embraced with unprecedented artistry every known te~nique 
of Choralbearbeitung.35 Most of these techniques were part 
and parcel of his own Middle-German heritage; others (spec-
ifically chorale ornamentation, ehorale fantasia, and chor-
ale variation) were borrowed from the North-Germans. Bach 
after BUhm -- salted down the better stylistic elements or 
north and south and, adding to them the savor of his own 
profound musical personality, achieved in chorale fUgue a 
greater solidity than Paehelbel and in chorale ornamentation 
a greater lusciousness than Buxtehude. 
* * * * * 
The age of The Enlightenment, with its emphasis upon 
secularism, brought forth a diverting interest in the ora-
toria (G. P. Telemann, c. P. E. Bach, and others), while 
the chorale cantata suffered a serious decline. The church 
itself ignored the magnificent repertoire of Lutheran chor-
ale melodies tor sentimental religious songs, and the cessa-
tion of musico-liturgical authority likewise reduced the 
organ chorale to the status of a diminutive artifice. 
Among the many organ pupils of J. s. Bach perhaps the most 
3.5) The notable exception should be reemphasized: the 
absence of chorale fUgue in the chorale cantatas. 
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outstanding was Johann Ludwig Krebs (1713-1780), whose cho-
rale preludes nevertheless constitute only a small portion 
of his entire compositions for organ. Johann Christian 
Kittel (1732-1809), the last pupil of Bach, sought to re-
edify the position of the organ chorale, but his endeavors36 
represent merely the spasmodic defense of a lost cause.37 
Examples of Choralbearbeitung in the 19th century 
were few, and they were mostly straightforward (chorale 
harmonizations and chorale canti). The most prominent 
composers in the field were Mendelssohn (the cantata Lob-
38 gesang), Brahms. (Elf Choral-Vorspiele), and especially 
Reger, who left various chorale cantatas and organ chorale 
fantasias. For isolated uses of the rihorale melody Ein 
feste Burg see Mendelsshohn's Reformation Symphony, Meyer-
beer's The Huguenots, and Wagner's Kaiser.marsch. 
In the present century chorale melodies have been 
used even less as the bases of musical composition. The 
extended harmonization of the chorale melody FUr deinen 
Tbron tret• ich hiermit39 in the 4th movement of Hinde-
mith•s Music for Mourning is a rare gesture of neoclas-
sicism. 
36) 
37) 
38) 
39) 
* * * * * 
Chiefly Vierstimmige Cho~!le mit Vorstielen (1803). 
See Reinhold Sietz~e or~elkom~it onen des Schlller-
kreises um J. s. Bach, inach-J~uch, 1935, pp.))-96. 
Tbe Hymn of Praise. 
Praise GOd, tram-whom all blessings flow. 
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The two techniques of Choralbearbeitung predominant 
during the 16th century - the century of the origin of this 
art - were chorale harmonization and chorale motet. 
The first chorale harmonizations appeared in Johann 
Walther's Gesangbuch (1524), actually the first known col-
lection of Choralbearbeitungen. These compositions were 
designed expressly as Hausmusik, though suitable also for 
church choirs. However, cor.gregational singing of the chor-
ale melody was not practicable with these harmonizations, 
because the melody always lay concealed in an inner voice 
(the tenor). In the course of the century Luther's rec-
ommendation that the melody be transferred to the soprano 
was heeded more and more until this procedure became ideal-
ized in the 50 geistlichen Lieder und Psalmen (1586) of 
Lucas Osiander. 
Chorale motet arose in the application of the Flemish 
motet-style to Lutheran melodies. Chorale motets (by Senfl 
and others) were predominant in the Neue Gesenge ·(1544) pub-
lished by Rhaw, and such compositions continued unabated 
throughout the 16th century, the great Lassus h~aelf being 
among the later composers in this medium. 
These two methods were epitomized by Hassler, who 
described his collections of 1607 and 1608 respectively as 
":f'ugweis komp." and "simpliciter gesetzt." 
There existed also in the 16th century a freer type 
of Choralbearbeitung emanating from slightly imitative or 
quasi-contrapuntal chorale harmonizations by Walther. This 
type reached an artistic peak in certain "chordal pseudo-
polyphonic" chorale canti of Eceard (GeistliChe Lieder auf 
den Choral, 1597), which represent an ideal compromise be-
tween the time-honored techniques of chorale harmonization 
and chorale motet. 
The most striking developments in Choralbearbeitung 
occured in the 17th century. Of incalculable significance 
in this respect was the composer Michael Praetorius. Chief 
among his contributions was Musae Sioniae (1605-1610), a 
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collection of IX books containing more than a thousand vocal 
settings of chorale melodies. These settings range in med-
ium from bicinia to quadruple Choruses and embrace practic-
ally every conceivable type of Ohoralbearbei tung. 
Praetorius • greatest significance lay perhaps in the 
rea1m of chorale fantasia. Concomitant to his transitional 
status between A Cappella and Thorough Bass, he left chorale 
fantasias for such diverse media as double Chorus and solo 
voices with conl:i inuo (chorale concert at!) • 
.. 
These two types of composition, also reflected re-
spectively in the Oantiones sacrae (1620} of Scheidt and 
the Opella Nova {1618-26) of Schein, were carried over into 
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the solo chorale cantatas of Tunder and Buxtehude. The chor-
ale concertato, with its characteristic melodic peregrina-
tions, was the dominating influence; but at the same time, 
the dual nature of the chorale fantasia for double chorus --
its basic motet structure interspersed with antiphonal fan-
tasia on derivative motives -- was also reflected in the 
alternation of imitative and chordal passages. A mediator 
between the chorale fantasias of the early and late 17th 
century was Schntz, whose phantasmagoric contributions have 
been sadly ignored by music historians. 
Praetorius• chorale fantasias for organ (1609) also 
set a precedent which was carried to the late North-German 
organist-composers via the pupils of Sweelinck (especially 
Scheidemann). In contrast to these rambling pieces, how-
ever, was the more orderly type represented by Schatlt•s ~ 
ruf' zu dir {Tabulatura Nova, 1624). In this composition 
Scheidt followed more closely the expanded chorale motets 
which had appeared in organ tablatures of the turn of the 
century. (Cf. also Praetorius' chorale fantasias for 
double chorus.) 
Scheidt's rather methodical alternation of entry-
groups and episodes proved to be an important step in the 
development of chorale fugue. The gradual curtailment of 
the "motet-fantasia" to a single monothematic entry-series 
- -
was well under way with Able (pupil of Scheidt) and Kinder-
mann and became an established fact with J. Christoph Bach 
and Paehelbel. 
Equally indicative or the penchant for s~plicity, 
orderliness, and diminutiveness which in the 17th century 
distinguished the Middle-German and South-Ger.man organ com-
posers from their North-German contemporaries was the fact 
that of the two techniques which characterized the novel 
Chorale variations of Scheidt (as well as his illustrious 
teacher, Sweelinek) the simpler type (chorale cantua) was 
adopted independently by the southerners and the more com-
plex type (chorale ornamentation) by the northerners. A 
fUrther reflection of Saxon-Thuringian methodicalness was 
the origination of chorale partita (Scheidt, Able, BOhm), 
the chorale variation with an initial chorale harmonization. 
Not without significance also is the fact that the history 
or 17th-century chorale canon albeit sporadic -- rested 
predominantly in hands of southern influence or training: 
Hassler (1607), Steigleder (1627), Armsdorff (ea. 1690). 
The composition of organ Chorales in the late 17th 
century may be outlined briefly as follows. Among the 
North-Germans, Tunder favored chorale fantasia and We~nn 
chorale variation (cf. Scheidt as regards peripheral canon), 
whereas Buxtehude cultivated both or these, as well as 
chorale ornamentation. Among the Middle-Germans, J. 
Christoph Bach favored chorale fugue and J. Jlichael Bach 
chorale cantua, whereas Pachelbel cultivated both of these, 
as well as the dichotomous chorale fugue-and-cantua. 
By contrast, north and south appeared to meet on com-
mon ground in the contemporary chorale cantata (Buxtehude, 
BrUhns, Wecker, Pachelbel, J. Kuhnau, J. P. Krieger, Zachow, 
etc.). That is, chorale fantasia was generally predominant, 
but the simpler techniques of chorale cantue and chorale 
harmonization also had their place. 
A complete resolution of the two cultural forces is 
seen in the chorale cantatas anq chorale preludes of J. s. 
Bach, which reveal unprecedented variety. The universality 
of Bach•s Choralbearbeitungen is in itself a challenging 
topic of investigation and one which might well be carried 
far beyond the consideration of method into the realm of 
formal and stylistic symbolism. 
* * * * * 
Date 
1524 
1534 
1536 
1540 
1541 
1555 
1566 . 
1567 
1573 
1574 
1574. 
1575 
1575 
1577 
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APPENDIX 
Composer or Publisher 
Walther, Johann 
Ott, Johann 
Finck, Heinrich 
Kugelmann, Johann 
Agricola, Martin 
Rhaw, Georg 
Triller, Valentin 
Le Maistre, K~ttheus 
Lassus, Or1andus 
-
Keuahenthal, 
Eccard, Johann & 
Burgk, Joachim von 
Bollande~ Christian 
Scandelio, Antonio 
Burgk, Joachim von 
Le Maistre, Mattheus 
Title 
Geyst11ches Gesangk Buchlezn 
115 gute neuer Liedlein 
Sc~ne auser1esene Lieder 
Concentus nov 1 
Ein Sangbucb1ein a1ler 
Sonntags-EVangeiien 
Hewe deudsche geistliChe 
Gesenge 
scnlesiches Sing~cblein 
Geistlichen und we1t1ichen 
teutschen Geslrige 
Newe teutsche Liedlein 
Kirem nges1.nge, 1ateinisch 
und deutsCh 
20 geist1iehe Geslnge 
Newe ausserlesene teutsehe 
Lieder 
Newe schone ausserlesene 
geistliche deutscne Lieder 
20 Deutsche Lied1ein · 
Sch~ne und ausserlesene 
teu.tsehe und lateinische 
ge1st1iehe Geslnge 
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~ Composer or publisher 
1580 Dressler, Gallus 
1582 Lechner, Leonhard 
1583 Lassus, Orlandus 
1586 Osiander, Lukas 
1587 Scbr~er, Leonhardt 
1587 Selnecker, Nicolaus 
1591 Gumpel tzheimer, Adam 
1594 Gesius, Barthol~aus 
1597 Bccard, Johann 
1597 Calvisius, Sethus 
1599 Raselius, Andreas 
1599 Eccard, Johann & 
Burgk, Joachim von 
1601 Gesius, Bartholom~us 
1603 Bodenschatz, Erhard 
Title 
Ausserlesene teutsche Lieder 
Iewe teutsche Lieder 
Newe teutsene Lieder 
·ra&;:tlichen Lieder und 
Neue Weynachtsliedlein 
Cbristliche Psalmen, Lieder 
Urid ·Kirchengeslrige 
Beue teutscne geistlicne 
Lieder 
Teutsche geistliche Lieder 
Geistliche Lieder auf den 
dliOral 
Barmoniae cantionum 
eccleslastlc~ 
Regens~scher Kirchen-
kontra~ 
~0 deutsche Christliche 
ledlelri 
Geistliche deutsche Lieder 
Florilegium Portense 
Date 
1604 
1605-
1610 
1607 
1608 
1609 
1616-
1632 
1618-
1626 
1619 
1620 
1627 
1631 
1631-
1640 
1647 
1647-
1650 
APPENDIX 
Composer or Publisher Title 
Praetorius, Hieronymus; Melodeyen-Gesangbuch 
Praetorius, Jakob; 
Decker, Johann; and 
Scheidemann, David 
Vulpius, Melchior 
Praetorius, Michael 
Hassler, Hans Leo von 
Hassler, Hans Leo von 
Vulpius, Melchior 
Staden, Johann 
Schein, Johann Hermann 
Praetorius, Michael 
Scheidt, Samuel 
Schein, Johann Hermann 
Franck, Melchior 
Scheidt, Samuel 
Crttger, Johann 
SchUtz, Heinrich 
Kirchenges~ge und geist-
liche Lieder 
Musae Sioniae (IX parts) 
Psalmen und christliche 
Lobgesttnge 
Kirchenges~~eJ Psalmen und 
gelstliChe L er 
Ein schtlb geistlich Gesangbuch 
Har.moniae Sacrae <4 vols.) 
Opella Nova (II parts) 
· Poylh;ryia caduceatrix et 
panegyr ca 
Cantiones sacrae 
Cantional oder Gesangbuch 
Psalmodia sacra 
Newe geistliche Conzerten 
(IV parts) 
Praxis pietatis melica 
Symphoniae sacrae 
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GUIDE TO ABSTfu\CT 
Following are the major types or Choralbearbeitung 
used during the period 1524-1707 arranged in chronological 
order of apexes o~ cultivation: 
(1) Chorale motet. Each line of the chorale melody 
ls treated successively in imitation. By means 
or additional entries the ''entry-groups '1 some-
times become enlarged into ''entry-series. '1 
(2) Chorale harmonization, The chorale melody ap-
pears in a strictly Chordal context. 
(3) Chorale canon. The entire chorale melody ap-
pears In canon. 
Chorale variation. The entire chorale melody 
appears more than once either in succession or 
else in separate movements. Other techniques 
are employed for tre individual statements, 
(If the first movement is a chorale harmoniza-
tion, the composition is known as a chorale 
par~ita: a later development). 
(5) Chorale ornamentation. The morale melody ap-
pears ornamented In the soprano voice. 
(6) 
( 7) 
Chorale cantus firmus. The chorale melody ap-
pears unaltered in-a-more or less contrapuntal 
context and is usually made conspicuous by means 
of comparatively long note-values. 
Chorale fantasia. The chorale melody is treated 
In one of any nmnber of irregular ways, ranging 
from the episodic expansion of chorale motet to 
a series of diverse transformations on one or 
more phrases of tm chorale melody. 
(8) Chorale fue;ue. The first one or two phrases of 
the choraie melody become the basis for a fugal 
setting. 
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ABSTRACT 
(1) Strict ehorale motet -- after the Flemish tradi-
tion -- was cultivated predominantly in the 16th century. 
The majority of the 123 settings in Rhawts famous publica-
tion of 1544 (Newe Gesenge) were or this type. On the other 
' 
hand, vestiges of chorale motet remained throughout the 17th 
and 18th centuries, especially in connection with technics 
originating therefrom; namely, chorale fantasia and chorale 
(2) C~e harmonization, the fond technic of the 
Protestant Refonnation, was already predominant in Johann 
Walther's Gesangbuch of 1524, the earliest source of Choral-
b earbeitungen. The compositions in this collection contained 
the cl~rale melody in the tenor. However, ca. 1570, harmoni-
zations with the chorale melody in the soprano (as a stimUlus 
to congregational singing) began to appear in considerable 
number also. The climax in Kantionalstil was reached in 
Lucas Osiander t s ~eis~iche Lieder (1586), which were 
homophonic in the complete sense ~ 
The composition of chorale harmon~zations rema ined ap-
pr eciable in the 17th century ~ ca. 1665 Tunder began using 
such settings for the final movements of chorale cantatas: 
a procedure evident previously in mid-century passion-orato-
rios (ex., Sellet s Stc John Passion of 1643) and adopted 
subs equently by Buxtehude and J. S.Bach. 
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A somewhat comparable situation prevailed in the 
Middle-German organ chorale. Scheidt used a chorale har-
-
monization for the first movement of the choral& variation 
Wie sch~n leuchttt uns der Morgenstern in his Tabulatura 
~ of 1624, His pupil Ahle also contributed to this type 
of organ chorale (Mensch.L willst du leben seliSlich}. Such 
sporadic efforts were eventually crystallized in the early 
18th century, with the chorale partitas of Bebm and Bach, 
(3) Chorale eanon was a rarity in the 16th century, 
Scarcely a single instance of this technic appeared from 
the time of J. Waltherts Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland (1524) 
to the time of Hassler's Aus tiefer Noth (1607). In organ 
music isolated examples appeared in the early 17th century 
with the South-Germans Steigleder (Tabulatur Buch, 1627) 
and Staden (1628) and in the late 17th century with the 
Middle-German Armsdorff. The climax in this technic is rep-
resented, of course, by the half dozen chorale canons con-
tained in Bach's Orgelb~chlein (1717). 
Monuments in the use of peripheral canon are the 
chorale variations Es ist das Heil by Weckmann (d. 1674) 
and Vom Himmel hooh by Bach (1746). However, this practice 
dates back to vocal chorale cant! by Scheidt (Cantiones sa-
~, 1620). 
(4) Chorale variation was universal among organist-
composers of the early 17t~ century (M. Praetorius, Swee-
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11nck, Scheidt, Steigleder). Thereafter it was adopted cha-
racteristically by North-Ger.manss first by the pupils of 
Sweelinck, then by Tunder and Weclanann, and finally by Bux-
tehude. 
The first consistent cultivation of chorale variation 
in vocal music was made by M. Praetorius and Scheidt. Their 
example was perpetuated in certain chorale cantatas by Tun-
der arrl Buxtehude which con talned the complete chorale melody 
in all movements. 
(5) Chorale ornrunentation appeared in organ chorale 
variations of the early 17th century as a vestige of the 
improvisational art of the late-16th-century Colorists. 
During the course or the 17th century the North-Germans 
adopted this technic for independent ~rgan chorales. Out-
standing were the chorale ornamentations of Buxtehude, 
which may be considered analagous to his vocal phantasma-
gorias as paragons of Baroque elaboration. 
(6) Chorale cantua also arose in tine early 17th cen-
tury, doubtless in conjunction with the new function Of or-
ganists in the alternatim praxis of the Protestant church; 
namely, "intoning'' the melody prior to the unisonous en-
trance of the congregation. Like Chorale ornrunentation, 
chorale cantus was used for the individual movements of or-
gan chorale variations before being edified to the status 
of an independent type. And just as the composition of ~-
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rale orn~entations culminated in the tin de siecle North-
German organists (Buxtehude, Eridl 1 Hanff 1 etc.), so the 
composition or ohorale eanti ou1minated in contemporary 
Middle-German organists (Pachelbel, J 1 Michael Bach, Zachow, 
otc.) 11 
In vocal music Ohorale canti ot a special natu~e 
were represented by the "chordal pseudo-polyphonic" settings 
of Eccard {Geistliche Lieder, 1577). These compositions 
were the logical result of the growing application of con-
trapuntal tendencies within basically harmonic a.rrangel:l'e nts 
(cr. J. Walther). Ecoardts chorale oanti thus represented 
a free and artistic compromise between tho two antithetical 
technics of the Reformation, chorale harmonization and ~­
rale motet. Chora~o cantua was also used during the early 
and late 17th century: in tho bicinia and tricinia of Prae~ 
torius and in the chorale cantatas of Buxtehude and others; 
however, its appeA.rance in voc.al music during the interim 
was slight. 
(7) Chorale fanta$ia originated in organ tablatures 
of the beginning of the 17th century through expansion of 
traditional motet-style. This tendency characterized 
Schoidtts famous organ chorale Ich ruf1 zu dir. In this 
composition the entry-groups woro expanded by moans of ad-
ditional entries and were flanked by fantasia-like passages 
or episodes. A similar situation prevailed in tho contem-
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porary chorale fantasias for double chorus in Praetorlus• 
Husac Sioniae (part I, 1605) and Sche1¢tts Cautiones sacrao 
- ._._..;.__,..;....o...;..-.,;,.;..;. 
(1620). 
Praetorius and Scheidt had antithetical approaches 
to the organ chorale fantasia. The complete freedom shown 
by Praetorius was in marked contrast to tre orderly arrange-
mont of Scheidt. In Praotorius• organ chorales the skeleton 
of chorale motet was still apparent, but tho episodic pass-
agE::s were amalgamated rather than contrasted with the entry-
groups, the latter being conjoined by means of augmented 
entries. The rambling and unpredictable method of Praetor-
ius was later reflected in tho organ chorale fantasias of 
tho Nort~Germans Scheidcmann, Tunder, and Buxtehude, where-
as Scheidt's clear-cut alternation of episodes and entry-
groups was carried over into tho Middle-Gorman chorale fUgue. 
The soloistic melodic fantasia typical of tho cho-
ral e cantatas of Tunder (ca. 1665) and Buxtehude (ca. 1685) 
was clearly rooted in tho chorale conccrtati of Praotorius 
(Pollhymnia Caduceatrix, 1619) and Schein (Opclla Nova, 
1618-26). In particular, Tundcrts frequent alternation of 
hannonic and contrapuntal (motet-like) passages had a cer-
tain precedent in tho vocal chorale fantasias of Scheidt, 
and Buxtohudots frequent insistanco upon transformations 
of tho initial phrase of the chorale melody had already 
boon anticipated in certain vocal Choralbearboitungcn of 
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Soh~tz (SY!phoniao Sacrao, parts II and III, 1647 .. _50)a 
(8) Chorale tuS¥c, strictly an instrumental tech-
nic, arose a.s the result of the gradual curtailment of "mo'tet-
fantasia. tt to a single monothomatic entry-series·. A tendency 
in this dir~ct ion was already evident in tho organ chc)ralos 
of Scheidt's pupil Ahlc, soma of which actually contain only 
one or two lines of tho chorale molody. Such compositions, 
virtually chorale fugues, wore also written by the South-
Gorman Kindor.mann. 
But the first consistent cultivation of chorale fugue 
was made in tho latter part ofl the 17th century by J. Chris-
. I 
toph Bach <44 Chorne). Consideration of tho chorale .t'uS?eS 
I 
of J. Christoph in conjunction with tho tugally introduced 
. I 
chornlo cant! of his brother, J. Michael, renders logical 
the unique dichotomous chorale fugue-and-cantua frequently 
composed by Pachelbel. 
Tho follow ers of Pacholbol -- Buttstcdt, Vetter, J. 
Krieger, etc. -- transmitted chorale fUgue to th£ erudite 
organist-composer Jo Gottfried Walther (ttthe second Pachol-
bcl") and to the latter's esteemed colleague J. s~ Bach, 
who loft no avenue of Choralbcarboituns untouched. 
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